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Background  

The companies Enviu, Proton Ventures, and C-Job (the consortium) are investigating 

possibilities for a fossil fuel free maritime industry where Ammonia (NH3 - a hydrogen 

compound) as a fuel plays a dominant role. By the end of 2017, the consortium entered into 

a partnership to develop a zero harmful emission ship propulsion system (the project). The 

project consists of developing maritime systems with ammonia as a fuel where no harmful 

gases (CO2, SOx, NOx and particulate matter) are released.   

 

Shipping has a massive footprint 

Despite the fact that shipping is the most energy-efficient means of transportation, its 

environmental footprint is enormous. If the maritime industry were a country, it would be 

among the top six producers of GHGs globally: it emits 1 billion tons of CO2 annually and 

seventeen of the largest ships in the world produce as much Sulphur emissions as all the 

world’s cars combined. The shipping industry has immense potential for reducing its ecological 
footprint, but is currently limited by several macroeconomic factors that affect the maritime 

industry and the world at large. Technology to build zero-emissions propulsion systems for 

ships exists today. However, due to high capital and operational costs, safety concerns, and a 

lack of resources to validate concepts in market conditions, existing players find it difficult to 

adopt new innovations in this fiercely competitive industry.  

 

 

Figure 1-1: Shipping has a massive environmental footprint 
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Ammonia is a potential game changer for the maritime industry 

Among a range of alternative fuels for the maritime industry ammonia’s characteristics strike 
a good balance between energy and volumetric density, storability, available infrastructure 

and launching customers (ammonia carriers). Within the project the consortium investigates 

the technical, economic and safety aspects for an ammonia carrier powered by an ammonia-

fueled propulsion system, to prove the feasibility for ammonia as one of the dominant future 

maritime fuels. Given the fact that alternative fuels by definition have a lower energy density 

than diesel fuels, integration of fuel storage solutions is a very important element of the 

project. Other significant elements are the efficiency of the solutions and the safety aspects 

of using ammonia as a marine fuel. Also, the long commercial lifetime of ships makes it very 

important that such ammonia fueled system(s) solutions can be embedded into existing ships 

(retro-fitting) as well as on new ships. Hence solutions have to be found for existing (Internal 

Combustion) engines as well as new (fuel cell) technologies. 

 

The Consortium 

Below a brief overview of the implementing partners is given. It is important to mention that 

the partners all operate in different sectors. One of the biggest obstructions for successfully 

achieving the required energy transition is the lack of cooperation between different sectors, 

while we firmly believe this is exactly where the key to successfully tackling our climate 

challenges is located. This consortium tries to break this status quo by entering into cross-

sectoral cooperation.  

Enviu is a company, founded in 2004, that develops and markets sustainable and social 

innovations with the aim of restoring errors in societies and generating sustainable impact. 

Enviu's method is characterized by identifying problems that arise in this area, bringing 

together stakeholders that could contribute to developing a solution for this, guiding the 

innovation process and ultimately setting up companies that develop and market the 

innovations. Meanwhile, several impactful companies have already been set up by Enviu. 

Enviu has set-up a programme to accelerate the transition to a fossil fuel free maritime sector. 

This programme is called THRUST (www.enviu.thrust.org). This project falls within the scope 

of the broader THRUST programme. 

C-Job designs ships, but also parts of ships and special projects. C-Job focuses primarily on 

sustainable designs. C-Job leads the way in the maritime sector with innovative and 

sustainable designs. For example, C-Job designed the Texel stream, a sustainable ferry that 

sails on compressed natural gas (CNG). C-Job has also recently conducted its own study with 

the following subject: "the expedition of renewable fuels - research towards the 

implementation of renewable hydrogen-based fuels in an expedition vessel". The conclusion 

is that the most suitable fuel configuration for the ship design is liquid ammonia. The NH3 

project is carried out by C-Job under the title SHIP 2040, in which MVO Nederland and TU 

Delft, among others, participate. Within this project C-Job brings its knowledge and expertise 

in the field of sustainable ship design in order to achieve the best possible connection between 

the developed technology and the adaptability of existing and new vessels. 

http://www.enviu.thrust.org/
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Proton Ventures (Proton) is an engineering company specializing in ammonia-related 

technology and products. Proton develops and implements sustainable, decentralized and 

small-scale ammonia factories. Proton, together with partners, wishes to develop applications 

based on sustainably produced NFUEL. For Proton, this project therefore fits in seamlessly 

with its strategic objectives. For Proton this provides the chance to provide ships that want to 

switch to sailing on hydrogen carriers such as ammonia with the necessary installation. Proton 

recently participated in a study by the ISPT called "Power to Ammonia". This project is 

subsidized within the Energy top sector and consists of a consortium of Nuon, Stedin, OCI 

Nitrogen, CE Delft, Proton Ventures, Delft University of Technology, TU Twente, AkzoNobel, 

ECN and ISPT as coordinator. Research has been carried out into innovative possibilities to 

produce CO2-free Ammonia and thereby realize a sustainable chain. The study concludes that 

ammonia production from renewable energy is promising and also offers opportunities for 

large-scale storage of renewable energy. 

This cooperation is funded from the participants' own resources and an MIT subsidy from the 

Province of South Holland. 
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1. Theoretical Research 

1.1  Introduction  

1.1.1  Rationale for Sustainable Maritime Industries 

The rapid increase of atmospheric concentration of CO2 since the beginning of the Industrial 

Revolution is the main cause for global warming and extreme climate conditions. Therefore, 

reducing anthropogenic CO2 emission from major emitters such as combustion of fossil-fuel is 

vital to achieve the target of limiting average global temperature increase to 2°C in 2050 [1].  

 

Figure 1-2: Green House Gases and Global Warming  

The transport sector as a whole is the second largest contributor of CO2 emission [2]. Marine 

transport accounts for 11.17% of transport thus approximately 3% of total global CO2 emission 

[3]. Fuels such as diesel have been used to drive ships since the 1870s and most marine vessels 

primarily burn fuels to produce power for propulsion, electricity generation and thermal 

energy for heating and hot water. With the increase of population and business activities, 

vessels are an increasingly popular transportation method for travel and industry goods 

(shipping). As such the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has adopted mandatory 

measures to reduce GHG emissions from international shipping. An agreement was also 

reached for monitoring, reporting and verification of CO2 emissions from ships throughout 

Europe [4]. 

The International Maritime Organization's (IMO) Third IMO GHG Study 2014 extensively 

characterized the expected rise in worldwide shipping emissions over the following 35 years 

as worldwide GDP increases and marine transportation increases along with it. The study 

looked at different cases of ship types, efficiency improvements, and fuel types and concluded 

that even with the projected improvements in 2050 GHG emissions will be between 50 to 

250% higher than 2012 levels. 

Particularly important are the following observations about GHG emission projections. The 

emissions projections show that improvements in efficiency are important in reducing 
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emissions growth but even the most significant improvements modeled do not result in a 

downward trend. Compared to regulatory or market-driven improvements in efficiency, 

changes in the fuel mix have a limited impact on GHG emissions, assuming that fossil fuels 

remain dominant. 

In other words, in spite of reductions in per-unit GHG emissions due to fuel changes, efficiency 

improvements, etc., the expansion in maritime transportation activity will still result in an 

overall increase in GHG emissions as long as fossil fuels are primarily used. The way to truly 

reduce GHG emissions despite increasing transportation is switching to zero GHG-emitting 

energy production. Therefore, the maritime industry as a whole including all the stakeholders 

should take the responsibility to optimize for more sustainable measures to tackle their 

environmental footprints. Automotive transportation has already developed fossil fuel free 

techniques, mainly by electric vehicles. Shipping and aviation not yet at this level, however 

sustainable initiatives are stating and need lot of work in progress to stay in line with the 

climate temperature goal of 2oC. 

Figure 1-3: Fossil fuel consumption in transportation sectors 

 

The move to a clean energy shipping sector requires a significant shift from fossil fuel-powered 

transport to energy-efficient designs and renewable energy technologies. The contribution of 

renewables to the energy mix of the shipping sector, however is limited in the near and 

medium terms—even under optimistic scenarios.  

The development of renewable energy solutions for shipping has been hampered by over-

supply of fossil fuel-powered shipping in recent years and the related depressed investment 

market. The main barriers to increased penetration of renewable energy solutions for shipping 

are:  
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1) the lack of commercial viability of such systems and,  

2) the existence of split incentives between ship owners and operators, resulting in limited 

motivation for deployment of clean energy solutions in this sector.  

After prior research by the members of the consortium individually and in their era of 

expertise have identified green ammonia (a hydrogen compound) as a very promising fuel that 

can catapult the required transition in the shipping industry. A  more environmentally friendly 

industry, potentially bringing the harmful emissions to zero and which also makes business 

and operational sense. Therefore, the consortium has decided to team up and jointly further 

investigate ammonia as a fuel alternative to solve the fuel resource insecurity and 

environmental sustainability problems that accompany our current fossil-fuel-based energy 

infrastructure for marine applications (the Project).  

 

1.1.2 Methodology 

The Project is carried out in the following sequence. 

a. The first step/starting point of the project is to define ammonia as a preferable 

renewable fuel option in comparison with the other alternative fuels and to determine 

its potential in a sustainable future. Secondly, to select ammonia carrier ships with 

their weight, size in DWT (6k,18k,54k) and power requirements to identify technical 

barriers and to develop design solutions for a sustainable zero emission propulsion 

system. This will provide a pathway for next steps. 

b. The next step is to determine the best possible ammonia power generation option(s) 

and its system elements/equipment. Based on functional designs and simulations of 

these systems, after evaluation of all the relevant technologies available, including its 

future potential in price and efficiency the preferred technology will be selected for 

further design. Safety and other aspects will be also tested. 

c. This step/phase involves the experimental studies including both lab test and the 

development of a prototype technology in a marine environment at larger scale.  

d. This step will draw out evaluation and documentation of results of both the theoretical 

and experimental research and eventually help in deciding on next steps towards 

piloting in live environments. 

e. The results of part ‘d’ will be used to build a proposition of recommendations for 
further development such as scaling and going towards market introduction. 
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Figure 1-4: Plan of approach  

1.2   Renewable fuels 

In this paragraph the boundary conditions of renewable fuels is explained. Furthermore, the 

potential of ammonia is identified in comparison with other options with respect to storage 

and production as a zero emission maritime fuel. 

To reduce the impact on our climate and achieve the goals set up by the International 

Maritime Organization (IMO) regarding Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions ship owners can 

look both into means of energy saving and alternative in energy storage. Using conventional 

fossil fuels and means of energy saving alone will not enable the maritime industry to fully 

eliminate harmful emissions which is the ultimate goal set up by IMO regarding GHG 

emissions. Therefore, alternatives for energy storage will have to be investigated and the 

selection of a zero harmful emission system based on renewable fuels turns out to be high 

priority for the industry. 

1.2.1 Sustainable cycle  

Renewable fuels are capable to comply with the principle of a sustainable cycle as presented 

in an example shown in the figure below. Fuel options which are not capable to comply with 

the principle of the sustainable cycle are not included for comparison. Any energy 

requirement for production must come from renewable sources. In case of electrical energy, 
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it should only be sourced from (the over capacity of) renewable energy. This way there are no 

harmful emissions related to the production. 

 

Figure 1-5: Sustainable cycle for renewable fuels (examples: Hydrogen, Ammonia and Methanol) 

1.2.2 Biofuels and biomass potential 

To review the potential of biomass one must first analyse if biomass is renewable and 

therefore compliant with the sustainable cycle. As indicated by an earlier study [5](and in 2014 

by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)) not all biomass is carbon neutral. For 

example, existing forests that may continue to grow if not used for bioenergy are not carbon 

neutral. Cutting forests for energy, either to burn trees or to plant energy crops, releases 

carbon into the atmosphere that would have been sequestered had the trees remained 

untouched, and the regrowing and thus recapture of carbon can take decades or even a 

century [6]. 

In some cases, biomass can be carbon neutral. For example, if fast growing crops are grown 

on otherwise unproductive land, in such a case the regrowth of the plants offsets the carbon 

produced by the combustion [6]. The requirement of otherwise unproductive land also covers 

the prevention of competition with the food industry which should always be avoided as this 

project hypothesizes on a truly sustainable future. 

Due to the size of the maritime industry scalability is considered to be an important factor for 

renewable fuels. According to a large bioenergy assessment the most yield for carbon neutral 

biomass can be gained from dedicated crops [7]. This would mean significant amounts of 

otherwise unproductive land should be dedicated and utilized for growth of crops. Analysing 

the fuel demand for the maritime industry, the current consumption level is approximately 

300 million tonnes per year [8](distillate and residual types combined). By means of the lower 

heating value it can be converted to roughly 12.8 EJ per year. Based on the yield of 3 generally 

used bio mass types the required amount of otherwise unproductive land can be calculated 

as per table 1-1. 
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Climate / Country 

(as example) 

Type Yield 

[W/m2] [9] 

Required 

otherwise 

unproductive 

land [km2] 

* United 

Kingdom 

[-] 

* The 

Netherlands 

[-] 

Temperate 

oceanic / United 

Kingdom 

Rape seed 0.13 3,122,195 12.9x 75x 

Temperate 

oceanic / United 

Kingdom 

Sugar beet 0.40 1,014,713 4.2x 24x 

Tropical / Brazil Sugar cane 1.20 338,238 1.4x 8x 

Table 1-1: Required otherwise unproductive land for biomass to supply the maritime industry 

* The number of times the country could fit in the required otherwise unproductive land. 

According to the bioenergy assessment [7] it is estimated that the sustainable technical 

potential of biomass can go up to 100 EJ by 2050, under high agreement. The Institute of 

Marine Engineering, Science and Technology (IMAREST) used this study in their report [10] 

submitted to the International Maritime Organization (IMO) for a meeting regarding reduction 

of greenhouse gases (GHG). In the report of IMAREST it is concluded that based on the biomass 

availability of 100 EJ, shipping would be able to use 4 to 11 EJ of this 100 EJ. 

Although the 100 EJ as stated by the large bioenergy assessment is labelled ‘high agreement’ 
it is also noted that there are still significant uncertainties like technological development and 

ambiguity in political decision [7]. Furthermore, no specific justification on suitable land (not 

otherwise productive) is provided in the assessment. Reflecting on these facts and figures as 

shown earlier in table 1-1 it is concluded that renewable bio mass alone is insufficiently 

scalable to supply the maritime industry. However, this does not mean fuels made from 

renewable biomass could not partially supply the industry. Yet due to the limited options in 

scalability only synthetic fuel production is included in the comparison of renewable fuels in 

the next section. 

1.2.3 Renewable fuel options  

Multiple renewable fuel options are compared considering, energy density, volumetric energy 

density, renewable synthetic production cost, storage pressure and storage temperature table 

1-2. When comparing ammonia to other renewable fuel options ammonia is considered as a 

balanced solution. Ammonia has a significant higher volumetric energy and has far more 

practical storage conditions, considering pressure and temperature compared to liquid 

hydrogen. Furthermore, ammonia requires clearly less energy for renewable synthetic 

production than the carbon carriers. These are the main reasons to further investigate the 

potential of ammonia as a marine fuel. 
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Fuel type Energy 

density 

LHV 

[MJ/kg]  

Volumetric 

energy 

density 

[GJ/m3] 

Renewable 

synthetic 

production 

cost [MJ/MJ] 

Storage 

pressure 

[bar] 

Storage 

temperature 

[°C] 

Marine Gas Oil 

(reference) 

42.7  36.6 Not 

applicable 

1 20 

Liquid Methane 50.0  23.4 2.3 1 -162 

Ethanol 26.7  21.1 3.6 1 20 

Methanol 19.9 15.8 2.6 1 20 

Liquid Ammonia 18.6  12.7 1.8 1 or 10 -34 or 20 

Liquid Hydrogen 120.0 8.5 1.8 1 -253 

Compressed Hydrogen 120.0  4.7 1.7 700 20 

Table 1-1: Comparison of renewable fuel options [11] 

The scalability of renewable fuels can be expressed in an important economic factor for ship 

owners namely, fuel cost. Assuming a corresponding fully clean and sustainable future, 

synthetic fuels will be produced by means of the overcapacity of renewable energy. This 

means that fuel cost has a direct relation with the required energy to produce a fuel. 

Therefore, renewable synthetic production cost of a fuel is an important factor to compare 

renewable fuel options. 

Besides fuel cost energy density and volumetric energy density are also important since cargo 

volume and deadweight are also important economic factors for ship owners. Furthermore, 

to keep the fuel storage as cost-effective as possible storage pressure and temperature are 

also relevant factors to use for comparison of renewable fuel options. 

Another significant advantage of ammonia is its clean properties. As seen from the table 1-3 

ammonia offers significant reduction in harmful emissions and can lead towards a zero 

emission shipping industry under certain strategies. The only concern is the production of NOx 

during the combustion processes which can be treated, ammonia power generation options 

along with the environmental impact will be analysed further in section 1.4. 

Fuel type PM 

[g/kWh] 

CO2 

[g/kWh] 

NOx 

[g/kWh] 

SOx 

[g/kWh] 

Marine Gas Oil (reference) 0.4 560-600 7.9-14 0.6 

Liquid Methane  0.3 450-480 3 0.2 

Ethanol 0.2 500-560 2.5 0.15 

Methanol 0.3 500-560 3 0.15 

Liquid Ammonia None None 8-14 None 

Liquid Hydrogen  None None None None 
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Compressed Hydrogen  None None None None 

Table 1-3: Combustion emissions of fuels [12] 

 

Figure 1-6: Liquid ammonia storage tank  

1.2.4 Conclusion  

Ammonia is considered a balanced solution in terms of volumetric energy density, emissions 

and renewable synthetic production cost compared to other renewable fuels. Therefore, it 

will be investigated as marine fuel in this project. Currently conventional production of 

ammonia is based on natural gas. The onshore production of ammonia will have to switch over 

to renewable production to supply ‘green’ ammonia so it can be used as renewable fuel. This 

project will focus on the application of ammonia as a renewable fuel for the maritime industry. 

Production of renewable ammonia is out of scope of this project. 

1.3 Technical feasibility of ammonia power generation options 

In this chapter each ammonia power generation option will be reviewed to determine if it is 

suitable for marine applications based on general characteristics including fuel type and 

scalability. 

1.3.1 Ship Type 

This project is looking into ammonia as a fuel for the maritime industry. For ship owners’ cost 
and availability of alternative fuels is a serious struggle for adoptions of alternative fuels. 

Therefore, it is considered that ships that carry ammonia in bulk are most suitable as first 

vessels to use ammonia as fuel. Similar steps have been made with Liquid natural Gas (LNG) 

tankers. With conventional marine fuels becoming more expensive than natural gas in 

combination with more strict emission regulations, more and more LNG tankers use their 

cargo as fuel. 

With ammonia carriers selected as vessel type for this project the concept design can be 

defined. Ammonia carriers are currently mainly known as Liquid Petrol Gas (LPG) tankers. The 

LPG tankers are capable of transporting more than one kind of cargo since the storage 

conditions of both LPG and ammonia, like temperature and pressure, are very similar. 
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Ammonia can be transported in liquid form either fully pressurized, 10 bar at 20°C, fully 

refrigerated -34°C at 1 bar or semi pressurized/refrigerated were the pressure needs to be 

higher than the vapour pressure. To cover the influence of each of these storage conditions 3 

ammonia carriers have been determined, each with its own capacity. Based on reference 

vessels [11], the concept ammonia carriers have been defined as shown in table 1-4a and 1-

4b. These ammonia carriers will serve as a basis to compare the performance of each option.  

 

Figure 1-7: Ammonia carrier ship from Yara – a global leading fertilizer industry  

 

Storage type DWT 

[ton] 

Fully pressurized 6,000 

Semi pressurized/refrigerated 18,000 

Fully refrigerated 54,000 

Table 1-4a: Ammonia carrier type & selected size [11] 

DWT [ton] 6,000 18,000 54,000 

Loa [m] 120.0 166.0 239.0 

Lwl [m] 115.0 157.0 229.0 

Bmld [m] 18.0 25.8 35.0 

T [m] 6.0 8.4 11.8 

D [m] 10.0 18.7 21.8 

Displacement [ton] 9,600 26,100 72,900 

Design speed [kts] 14 15 16 

Propeller shaft (full) [kW] 4,500 6,500 11,500 
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Bow thruster [kWe] 300 400 600 

Hotel power [kWe] 130 180 260 

Re-liquefaction power [kWe] 0 350 1,050 

Table 1-4b: Ammonia carrier main particulars [11] 

The ammonia carrier concept designs are based on the average main particulars of the 

reference vessels and are therefore considered to be a market representative. The main 

interest is to identify the difference in performance of ammonia fuelled vessels compared to 

conventional fuel. Therefore, there will be no specific further optimization. 

With the ship type selected, an ammonia carrier, there is a clear preference of efficiency over 

power density. Reviewing reference vessels saving fuel cost is more dominant than the 

required space and mass for the power generation system. 

1.3.2 Steam Turbine 

The steam turbine has been used in the past for marine propulsion but has lost ground 

because it has low power density and is less efficient compared to the gas turbine and internal 

combustion engine [13]. Therefore, the steam turbine will not be further investigated in this 

project.  

 

Figure 1-8: Steam Turbine generating system  

1.3.3  Gas Turbine 

In the beginning of 1970, the gas turbine superseded the steam installation as propulsion for 

naval ships as it has a higher power density and higher efficiency [10]. Modern naval vessels 

still use gas turbines to sail at high speed [14] as it is favoured mainly for its higher power 

density. However, the internal combustion engine is most commonly used for power 

generation onboard vessels due to the fact gas turbines are less efficient. Therefore, the gas 

turbine will not be further investigated in this project.  
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Figure 1-9: Gas Turbine generating system  

1.3.4 Internal Combustion Engine 

Pure ammonia combustion has several challenges namely, high auto-ignition temperature 

(651°C), low flame speed, narrow flammability limits (15-28% by volume in air) and high heat 

of vaporization [15]. To improve the overall combustion properties of ammonia, hydrogen and 

diesel mixtures are often also studied. Therefore, ammonia - hydrogen mixtures as well as 

ammonia – diesel mixtures are also included in this project. The latter will be further analysed 

as an experimental study in chapter 2. 

Applying ammonia or an ammonia mixture is feasible in internal combustion engines. 

Although pure ammonia combustion is feasible, there are several aspects which makes pure 

ammonia less favourable than ammonia hydrogen mixtures. Performance aspects like high 

compression ratio, low flame speed, low flame stability, limits in operation to cope with 

ammonia slip (lower combustion efficiency) and NOx emissions make pure ammonia less 

suitable than ammonia hydrogen mixtures for marine applications. 

Ammonia hydrogen mixtures can obtain similar combustion properties as methane. These 

properties are also of value when considering applying ammonia hydrogen mixtures in 

internal combustion engines. Natural gas, which is more than 90% (mol) methane, can be 

considered relatively new as marine fuel compared to the conventional crude oil based Marine 

Gas Oil (MGO) and Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO). However, in the past decade several dual fuel [16] 

and pure gas [17] engines have been developed and successfully operated on numerous small 

and large vessels. 
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Figure 1-10: Marine Natural Gas Engine 

Based on the experience of marine applications with natural gas fuelled internal combustion 

engines and the capability of ammonia hydrogen mixtures to obtain similar combustion 

properties as methane, it is concluded that internal combustion engines fuelled by ammonia 

hydrogen mixtures are technically feasible for marine applications. In addition, MAN Energy 

Solutions recently presented at the Ammonia Energy Association conference. MAN sees 

potential in ammonia as a marine fuel and claimed that within 2 years a two-stroke marine 

scale ammonia powered engine could be development [18]. However, this will only be done 

if MAN has a customer for such an engine. Nevertheless, the fact that MAN considers an 

ammonia powered marine scale internal combustion engine technically feasible is a welcome 

addition to the conclusion of this project. (Besides conventional marine fuels MAN has 

experience with several alternative fuels like Liquid Natural Gas (LNG), Liquid Petroleum Gas 

(LPG) and methanol.) Specific marine performance of internal combustion engines using 

ammonia hydrogen mixtures will be studied and compared with other types of ammonia 

power generation in the next section. 

1.3.5 Fuel Cell 

Both PEMFC (Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells) and AFC (Alkaline Fuel Cells) are only 

capable to use hydrogen as fuel, so no comparison and selection of fuel is required or possible. 

The SOFC (Solid Oxide Fuel Cells) is capable to use multiple fuels, considering the scope of this 

project this covers ammonia and hydrogen (obtained from cracking ammonia). Cracking 

ammonia to obtain hydrogen before fuelling the SOFC would not make sense since fuelling 

the SOFC with ammonia directly, allowing the ammonia to be cracked inside the SOFC, is more 

efficient. So, for each fuel cell type the fuel type is fixed in this project.  
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Figure 1-11: Fuel Cell Stacks typical system 

A single fuel cell stack of all types considered on megawatt scale is not available. So, for fuel 

cells to be applied on vessels multiple stacks will have to installed to meet the power demand 

of a vessel. Fuel cell stacks are modular so stacking multiple across the vessel is possible. The 

considered fuel cells are capable of power generation without producing any harmful 

emissions using ammonia as primary fuel source. Furthermore, the efficiency for electric 

power generation is high. Nowadays, one or more of the considered fuel cell types have a low 

power density and cost significantly more than an internal combustion. However, future 

development could improve this thus maintaining the interest of the overall performance. 

Therefore, all three types will be studied in the next section. 

1.3.6  Conclusion 

Internal Combustion Engines and Fuel Cells are qualified as (sufficiently) technically feasible 

for marine application. In the next section the marine performance of these options will be 

studied and clarify the most feasible options for an ammonia power generation system 

onboard of the vessel. 

 

 

Figure 1-12: Ammonia power generation: Selection of marine technically feasible options 
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1.4 Functional Performance Design of Ammonia Power Generation Options 

In this chapter the marine performance of the selection made in the previous section will be 

studied and compared. At the end a final selection of the best option(s) will be made and  

compared with a conventional fuelled configuration in section 1.5.  

1.4.1  Performance Indicators 

To study the marine performance of each option only the largest ammonia carrier, 54,000 ton 

DWT, will be used. The other two will be added in section 1.5 to compare the best ammonia 

powered option with the conventional configuration to also study the cost-effectiveness. With 

the ship type selected the relevant performance indicators can be addressed. In this section 

each performance indicator will be explained. Safety is not included in the performance 

indicators in this section. Nevertheless, safety is considered to be a very important 

performance indicator. Therefore, it is addressed separately in section 1.6 

System definition 

In order to clearly define the power generation options, a system design in a flow chart and a 

table with load definition of the design condition is reviewed. 

Power density 

A vessel is a mobile application and like other mobile applications available space and mass 

for equipment is limited. Therefore, density of systems, in this case the power generation 

system, on board is relevant. This project will focus on the main component of the power 

generation system considering power density covering both mass [kW/kg] and volume 

[kW/m3]. Additional impact on power density due to different support systems is out of the 

scope of this project. 

Harmful emissions 

With the goal of applying ammonia to significantly reduce and eventually eliminate harmful 

emissions the topic of emissions is very important. The main harmful emissions due to power 

generation on board vessels are carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulphur oxides 

(SOx) and particle matter (PM). Furthermore, ammonia slip is also considered to be of 

importance. 

Ammonia itself is not a greenhouse gas but it is a toxic gas. Therefore, ammonia slip as an 

emission is important and will be one of the indicators regarding harmful emissions. With the 

combustion of ammonia NOx emissions can occur. Therefore, NOx emissions will be one of 

the indicators regarding harmful emissions. Ammonia is carbon and sulphur free. Using 

ammonia as a fuel does not produce CO2, SOx or PM emissions. Therefore, the emissions levels 

of CO2, SOx and PM, are zero and will not be further investigated. 

Marine environment 

Ships are exposed to the marine environment. For power generation systems relevant marine 

environment conditions are accelerations and salty air. Therefore, the capability to cope with 

these conditions is a performance indicator. 
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System efficiency 

The efficiency of the power generation system has a significant influence on the vessel design 

and its operational cost. Therefore, the efficiency is an important performance indicator. 

Total cost of ownership 

The total cost of ownership is an important factor for ship owners to select a power generation 

system. Therefore, total cost of ownership is a performance indicator. 

As this project focusses on the difference in performance only the part that is different from 

the conventional basis will be calculated in Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and Operational 

Expenditures (OPEX). Therefore, the total cost of ownership (TCO) will also only indicate a 

price difference between each option and does not cover all the cost for the entire ship. 

The TCO consists of both CAPEX and OPEX. The CAPEX consists of the purchase cost of the 

power generation system. The OPEX is based on 25 years of operation in the design condition 

with 6500 running hours per year. The OPEX consists of the maintenance cost of the power 

generation system, fuel cost and less income since a part of the cargo is used for fuel. 

The fuel cost is based on the cost of green ammonia which could be realised in the short term, 

850 euro/ton. In the future green ammonia can be produced for approximately 400 euro/ton 

as the electricity price is expected to be within a range of 2-3 eurocent/kWh when utilizing the 

overcapacity of renewable energy. The 850 euro/ton will be used in this chapter to compare 

each option. The comparison of the selected option with the conventional configuration will 

cover both 850 euro/ton and 400 euro/ton. 

Less income is taken into account by means of a factor covering less income per ton less cargo 

transported. This factor is calculated by dividing the total OPEX of the conventional option by 

the effective DWT for cargo. This factor is than multiplied with the less cargo transported in 

each option defining the lost income yearly. 

1.4.2 Internal Combustion Engine  

System Definition  

The most common internal combustion engine type used in bulk carriers is a slow speed two-

stroke engine. The main advantage is that a slow speed engine, with rotational speeds 

between approximately 60-190 rpm, can be directly connected to the propeller shaft without 

a gearbox. Therefore, a slow speed two-stroke engine is selected for the option of the internal 

combustion engine. The four-stroke type will not be investigated as main engine for this 

project.  

During normal continuous operation the main engine also generates electrical power by 

delivering power to the shaft generator via the Power Take Off (PTO). Therefore, for this 

project it is considered required to apply a frequency converter so the flexibility in using the 

shaft generator is not limited by the rotational speed of the engine. The provided electrical 

power is distributed by a switchboard and where needed, depending on the particular system, 

a transformer is applied to adjust the voltage. To simplify the system, it is assumed that all 
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systems use the transformer as a conservative approach. An overview of the design condition 

and distribution is given in the table below. 

 

Load type Main engine ***Generators 

[kWe] 
Propeller 

shaft [kW] 

PTO – 

*Delivered [kW] 

– [kWe] 

Propeller shaft 11,500   

Main engine 

support 

 486 – 430  

Hotel  **294 – 260 **260 

Bow thruster   ****600 

Re-liquefaction   ****1,050 

Table 1-5a Design condition and distribution of ICE [11] 

*Efficiency of electrical system assumed as following [11]: 

PTO – Shaft generator efficiency: 92.0%  

AC/AC Frequency Converter: 98.0%  

Switchboard (AC): 99.0%  

Transformer: 99.0%  

Total: 88.4%  

**In transit covered by main engine, in port covered by generators. 

***Losses due to switchboard and transformer to be in cooperated. 

****Only used in port if required. 

Based on the provided data the design point of the engine is 12,280 kW. Assuming an engine 

margin of 10%-15% based on the full condition, the installed power is approximately 

13,644kW-14,447 kW. For this project as reference a WinGD X62DF 14,310 kW (6 cylinders) is 

selected. 

The system design of the internal combustion engine option is given in the figure below. 

Generators and systems not covered by the main engine are not included as they are out of 

scope. 
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Figure 1-13: System design ICE option  

Power density 

The rate of heat release and the stability of the flame to propagate are both relevant for power 

density. In addition, the total air (and fuel) demand to release a certain amount of energy also 

has an influence on the power density. As discussed in ammonia hydrogen mixtures can obtain 

similar properties as methane in both flame stability and flame speed. Therefore, the 

stoichiometric combustion of both ammonia, hydrogen and methane are compared as shown 

in the table below. 

Fuel type Ammonia Hydrogen Methane 

Output [MJ] 18.6 50.0 120.0 50.0 50.0 

Fuel input [kg] 1.0 2.7 1.0 0.4 1.0 

Air input [kg] 6.1 16.4 34.3 14.3 17.2 

Total input [kg] 7.1 19.0 35.3 14.7 18.2 

Table1-5b: Stoichiometric combustion comparing: Ammonia, Hydrogen and Methane (white columns chemical 

properties, blue columns comparison of equal energy content) 
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The comparison shows that ammonia hydrogen mixtures are within a similar range of air mass 

input (and total mass input) as methane. Therefore, it is assumed for now that an ammonia 

hydrogen engine has a similar power density as a natural gas engine. Multiple aspects like, but 

not limited to, sensitivity to knocking and its relation to required air excess ratio could 

influence the power density. 

Based on the engine for the 54,000 ton DWT ammonia carrier the resulting power density is 

38 kW/ton and 29 kW/m3. These figures are based on simplified measurements and are only 

used as guideline for comparison. [11] 

Harmful emissions 

As discussed earlier the only concern with regard the harmful emissions on the ammonia 

combustion is the Nitrogen Oxides, the resulting NOx emissions of small-scale engines using 

ammonia hydrogen mixtures can be found in the table below. 

Engine PSA DW10 

(HCCI) 

Lombardini LGW 

523 MPI (SI) 

CFR (SI) 

Power output [kW] - 14 - 

Cylinder volume [cm3] 499 505 613 

Rotational speed [rpm] 1500 2500-5000 1200 

Compression ratio [-] 16:1 11:1 6:1 – 14:1 

Air excess ratio [-] - - 0.9 – 1.6 

Ammonia / Fuel volume [%] 0 – 61 - 0 – 95 

NOx [ppm] 750 – 2000 1500 – 1700 500 – 5500 

*NOx [g/kWh] 1.9 – 5.0 3.0 – 3.4 0.5 – 7.7 

Table 1-5c: Small scale ammonia lab test engines [19] 

*Approximated based on conservative assumption of air excess ratio: 2.5 (if not provided). 

In comparison, diesel engines generally perform between 8 and 14 g/kWh. The power scale 

(100 kW vs 20 MW) of the diesel engine has little influence on NOx emissions in terms of 

g/kWh. This can be seen when one compares NOx emissions of diesel fuelled cars and marine 

diesel engines with similar rotational speed. Both small scale diesel engines in cars and marine 

diesel engines with a rotational speed above 2000 rpm are around 8 g/kWh NOx emission. 

Slow speed marine diesel engines have higher NOx emissions in term of g/kWh, generally 

around 14 g/kWh [20], even though they are more efficient.  

In order to estimate the NOx emissions of large marine scale engines using ammonia hydrogen 

mixtures the principle differences in respect to NOx emissions of ammonia hydrogen mixtures 

compared to diesel need to be defined. Nitrogen oxides are mainly reaction products from the 

nitrogen and the oxygen in the air formed under high temperatures. In addition, for diesel 

engines, a substantial part of fuel bound nitrogen is converted to NOx as well. Since ammonia 

contains significantly more nitrogen than diesel the NOx emissions could definitely be higher. 
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Local high temperatures in the post flame zone are responsible for NO formation. In order to 

avoid high NOx emissions, the peak temperatures should be lowered. However, in diffusion 

flames this leads to a higher particulate matter and hydrocarbon emissions, when using diesel. 

Using ammonia hydrogen mixtures does not have this issue and therefore can reduce NOx 

emissions by freely lowering peak temperatures. Furthermore, the exhaust gas temperature 

of ammonia hydrogen mixtures is lower compared to hydrocarbons. The fact that the overall 

exhaust gas temperature is lower, and the design can be freely adjusted to reduce peak 

temperatures, are both valuable aspects to lower NOx emissions for ammonia hydrogen 

mixtures. [21] 

In conclusion, several engine parameters can influence the NOx emissions. Currently 

insufficiently is known to determine an accurate number on the NOx emissions levels of large 

marine engines. Therefore, based on the given data, it is assumed that the defined system, a 

slow speed two-stroke marine engine fuelled with an ammonia hydrogen mixture, has similar 

performance in NOx emissions as diesel, approximately 14 g/kWh. 

Marine environment 

Based on operational experience a slow speed two stroke engine is not significantly influenced 

by accelerations due to ship motions or salty air. Considering the fundamental design of the 

engine forces and impurities acting upon the engine have little to no effect on its operation. 

Changing the fuel type does not change the fundamental principles of the engine. Therefore, 

it is assumed that a slow speed two stroke engine using ammonia hydrogen mixtures is 

capable of handling accelerations and salty air without any necessary additions to or 

modifications of the power generation system.  

Fuel slip 

To principally reduce fuel slip it is important to have the correct air excess ratio. The air excess 

ratio should be sufficiently above 1 so all fuel has enough oxygen to realise combustion. On 

the other hand, the air excess ratio should not be too high as too much air can lead to misfiring. 

Currently insufficiently is known to determine an accurate number on the ammonia slip levels 

for a slow speed two-stroke engine using an ammonia hydrogen mixture. For now, it is 

assumed the ammonia slip levels of a slow speed two-stroke engine are below 100 ppm. A 

possible aid could be additional air supply in the exhaust system to promote complete 

combustion. 

System efficiency 

The total engine efficiency is the product of the thermal efficiency and the mechanical 

efficiency. Ammonia hydrogen mixtures can obtain similar properties as methane in both 

flame stability and flame speed. Therefore, it is expected that the energy consumption 

[kJ/kWh] of ammonia, providing ammonia hydrogen mixtures, is considered to be similar as 

natural gas. Combining that with the same induced engine power the thermal efficiency is 

assumed to be similar as well. The mechanical efficiency of the engine is assumed to be the 

same as there are no changes in the fundamental design of the engine that alter the 

mechanical design and operation. As both the thermal and mechanical efficiency are similar 

to natural gas the total engine efficiency is therefore also similar to natural gas. 
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Based on engine manufacturing data the total engine efficiency ranges between 49-52% 

depending on the point of operation. For this project a total engine efficiency of 50% is 

assumed. 

The 50% efficiency is based on the usage of an ammonia hydrogen mixture. Converting this 

ammonia hydrogen mixture to pure ammonia consumption the efficiency is slightly increased, 

to 51.6%, as the losses in thermal energy are reused/added to crack the ammonia into 

hydrogen. See below for further explanation for the assumed ammonia hydrogen mixture. 

 Total Ammonia Hydrogen Cracking 

Ammonia 

Efficiency [-] 

Delivered [kW] 12,280 - - - - 

Consumed – engine [kW] 24,560 18,666 5,984 - 50.0% 

Consumed – engine 

[kg/s] 

 - 1.004 0.049 - - 

Consumed – system 

[kg/s] 

1.280 1.004 - 0.277 - 

Consumed – system [kW] 23,811 18,666 - 5,146 51.6% 

Added – cracking [kW] 749    - 

Table 1-5d: ICE efficiency clarification, ammonia hydrogen mixture translated in pure ammonia consumption 

[11] 

Mass [kg] Volume [m3] Energy [MJ] 

Ammonia Hydrogen Ammonia Hydrogen Ammonia Hydrogen 

95% 5% 70% 30% 76% 24% 

0.54 0.03 0.70 0.30 10.01 3.24 

0.57 1.00 13.25 

Table 1-5e: Assumed ammonia hydrogen mixture, ICE option [11] 

In design condition the goal is to deliver effective power to the propeller and the hotel load, 

combined 11,760 kW. To do so the main engine must also supply power to cover the main 

engine support systems, adding 430 kW. Including all losses in the supply of electrical energy 

the total makes 12,280 kW. The main engine efficiency is 51.6%, based on pure ammonia 

consumption resulting in an input demand of 23,798 kW. The system efficiency can therefore 

be calculated as 11,760 kW divided by the 23,798 kW, resulting in 49.4%. 

 

Total cost of ownership 

The total cost of ownership for the ICE option is calculated in two parts. As per assumptions 

explained in 1.4.1 and the results from this section so far, the following can be stated: 

• Installed main engine: 14,310 kW 
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• Design point main engine: 12,280 kW 

• Maximum ammonia input cracker: 0.355 kg/s  

• Maximum ammonia input evaporator: 1.492 kg/s  

• Main engine output: 79,820,000 kWh per year 

• Main engine efficiency: 51.6% (based on ammonia consumption) 

• Ammonia (fuel) consumption: 29,940 ton per year 

• Effective cargo & less than base cargo, DWT: 50,533 & 1,565 ton  

• DeNOx system is applied as NOx emissions are identified  

 

Component Figures CAPEX Notes 

*Main engine 400 €/kW €5,724,000 Engine manufacturer guideline with 

added margin 

Cracker €115,000 per 

50Nm3/hr 

-> 38.45 kg/hr -> 34x 

€3,910,000 Equipment supplier guideline 

Evaporator €37,000 per 65.61 

kg/hr -> 82x 

€3,034,000 Equipment supplier guideline 

DeNOx 40 €/kW €572,400  

Total  €13,240,400  

Table 1-5f: CAPEX, ICE option [11] 

*Including PTO – Shaft generator and AC/AC Frequency Converter 

 

Component Figures OPEX 1 year OPEX 25 years Notes 

*Main engine 2.5% CAPEX €143,100 €3,577,500 Engine manufacturer 

guideline with added 

margin 

Cracker 1.0% CAPEX €39,100 €977,500 Estimation 

Evaporator 1.0% CAPEX €30,340 €758,500 Estimation 

DeNOx 6 €/MWh €478,920 €11,973,000  

Fuel 850 €/ton €25,449,000 €636,225,000  

Less income 581 €/ton €909,801 €22,745,025  

Total  €27,050,261 €676,256,525  

Table 1-5g: OPEX, ICE option [11] 

*Including PTO – Shaft generator and AC/AC Frequency Converter 

This results in a TCO of €689,496,925. 
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1.4.3 PEMFC 

System Definition  

Different than the internal combustion engine an electric motor is capable of operating on 

very low rotational speed and power levels. With this fuel cell option, the PEMFC provides 

electrical power for all systems onboard. Within the electrical system the power is converted 

and distributed accordingly. A fuel cell provides unregulated DC voltage which must first be 

converted to constant voltage by means of a converter before it can be used. Therefore, a 

DC/DC converter is applied directly after the PEMFC. As most (fuel-)electric powered vessels 

use an AC switchboard and AC electric motors the system on likewise also setup with an AC 

switchboard and an AC electric motor. Therefore, a DC/AC inverter is applied after the DC/DC 

converter and the available electric power for the electric motor is regulated with a frequency 

converter so the entire range of speeds can be utilized. Reviewing the availability of electric 

motors with a power output of +/- 12 MW for marine applications rotational speeds are mostly 

above 1000 rpm confirming the need for a gearbox. A purifier is also necessary as the PEMFC 

can be feed only with high purity hydrogen. 

An overview of the design condition and distribution is given in the table below. As only the 

design condition is investigated, the bow thruster and re-liquefaction system is not further 

taken into account. 

 

Load type PEMFC  

*Generated [kWe] Delivered [kW] Delivered [kWe] 

Propeller shaft 12,849 11,500  

Purifier **2.1% (thus: 

276) 

 **2.0% (thus: 

262) 

Hotel 273  260 

Bow thruster ***631  ***600 

Re-liquefaction ***1,104  ***1,050 

Table 1-6a: Design condition and distribution, PEMFC option [11] 

*Efficiency of electrical system assumed as following [11]: 

• DC/DC Converter: 99.0%  

• DC/AC Inverter: 98.0%  

• Switchboard (AC): 99.0%  

• AC/AC Frequency Converter: 98.0%  

• Electric motor: 96.0%  

• Gearbox: 99.0%  

• Transformer: 99.0%  

• Total Propeller shaft: 89.5% 

• Total Hotel load/Purifier: 95.1% 
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** Estimation based on a reference of cracking and purification combined  

***Only used in port if required. 

Based on the provided data the design point of the PEMFC’s is 13,398 kW. Assuming a power 

generation margin of 10%-15% the installed power is approximately 14,887kW-15,762 kW. 

For this project as reference 15,000kW of PEMFC’s is selected. 

The system design of the PEMFC is given below. 

 

Figure 1-14: System design PEMFC option 

Power density 

Based on a 100kW PEMFC [22] the power density can be determined by adding the fuel cell 

module with the coolant and air subsystem. Resulting in 256 kW/ton and 99 kW/m3. These 

figures are based on simplified measurements and are only used as guideline for comparison.  

Harmful emissions 

The PEMFC operates on low temperatures, ranging between 50 and 100°C, converting the 

chemical energy of hydrogen into electrical energy by through an electrochemical reaction of 
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hydrogen with an oxidizing agent. During this process no conditions occur that produce NOx. 

Therefore, the NOx emissions are 0 g/kWh. It is assumed that the burner continuously 

combusts ammonia under optimal conditions such that NOx emissions are negligible low. 

The excess ammonia and hydrogen from the cracker and purifier are used in the burner. It is 

assumed that the continuous operation of the burner all supplied fuel is combusted. 

Therefore, no fuel slip is identified in this system. With the cracker, purifier, burner and PEMFC 

not emitting any harmful emissions no harmful emissions are identified in this system. 

Marine environment 

Since PEMFC’s are already applied in various mobile applications, like cars and busses, 

PEMFC’s have shown to be capable of handling forces due to accelerations. Therefore, it is 

not expected that accelerations experienced onboard a vessel will cause a problem for 

PEMFC’s. 

As PEMFC’s are sensitive to several types of contamination salty air and other air pollutants 

could reduce the performance over time. Therefore, it is considered that air treatment in the 

form of filtration is required in the air supply of the PEMFC’s.  

System efficiency 

The efficiency of a PEMFC currently varies between 50% and 60%. For this project an efficiency 

of 55% is assumed for the PEMFC using hydrogen. This efficiency already includes the demand 

of the coolant and air subsystems. 

Likewise, with the ICE the input of hydrogen needs to be converted into ammonia for fair 

comparison. See the table below for clarification. 

 

 Total Hydrogen Cracking 

Ammonia 

Efficiency [-] 

Delivered [kW] 13,398 - - - 

Consumed – PEMFC [kW] 24,360 24,360 - 55.0% 

Consumed – PEMFC 

[kg/s] 

0.203 0.203 - - 

Consumed – system 

[kg/s] 

1.143 - 1.143 - 

Consumed – system [kW] 21,267 - 21,267 63.0% 

Added – cracking [kW] 3,093   - 

Table 1-6b: PEMFC efficiency clarification, hydrogen translated in ammonia consumption [11] 

In design condition the goal is to deliver effective power to the propeller and the hotel load, 

combined 11,760 kW. To do so the PEMFC’s must supply power to the electrical system 

covering the propeller 12,849 kW, hotel load 273 kW and 276 kW for the purifier making a 

total of 13,398 kW. The PEMFC efficiency is 63% based on ammonia consumption resulting in 
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an input demand for the PEMFC’s of 21,267 kW. In addition, the burner consumes 5,144 kW 

of ammonia making a total of 26,411 kW. This leads to an ammonia conversion efficiency of 

13,398 kW divided by 26,411 kW, resulting in 50.7%. The system efficiency can therefore be 

calculated as 11,760 kW divided by the 26,411 kW, resulting in 44.5%. 

 

Total cost of ownership 

The total cost of ownership for the PEMFC option is calculated in two. As per assumptions 

explained in 1.4.1 and the results from this section so far, the following can be stated: 

• Installed PEMFC’s: 15,000 kW 

• Design point PEMFC’s: 13,398kW 

• Installed electric motor: 13,000 kW 

• Maximum ammonia input cracker: 1.280 kg/s  

• Maximum ammonia input evaporator: 1.590 kg/s  

• PEMFC efficiency: 63.0% (based on ammonia consumption) 

• PEMFC incl. burner efficiency: 50.7% (based on ammonia consumption) 

• PEMFC’s output: 87,087,000 kWh per year 

• Ammonia (PEMFC + burner) consumption: 26,755 + 6,491 = 33,246 ton per year 

• Effective cargo & less than base cargo, DWT: 50,184 & 1,915 ton  

 

Component Figures CAPEX Notes 

PEMFC’s 800 €/kW €12,000,000 Fuel cell manufacturer guideline 

Cracker incl. 

Burner & 

Purifier 

€150,000 per 

50Nm3/hr 

-> 38.45 kg/hr -> 120x 

€18,000,000 Equipment supplier guideline with 

added margin for purifier 

Evaporator €37,000 per 65.61 

kg/hr -> 88x 

€3,256,000 Equipment supplier guideline 

*Additional 

electrical 

systems 

500 €/kW €7,500,000 Estimation 

Electric 

motor 

250 €/kW €3,250,000 Estimation 

Gearbox 50 €/kg, 2 kg/kW €1,300,000 Estimation 

Total  €45,306,000  

Table 1-6c: CAPEX, PEMFC option [11] 

Component Figures OPEX 1 year OPEX 25 years Notes 

PEMFC 2.5% CAPEX €300,000 €7,500,000 Estimation 
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Cracker 

incl. Burner 

& Purifier 

1.0% CAPEX €180,000 €4,500,000 Estimation 

Evaporator 1.0% CAPEX €32,560 €814,000 Estimation 

*Additional 

electrical 

systems 

1.0% CAPEX €75,000 €1,875,000 Estimation 

Electric 

motor 

1.0% CAPEX €32,500 €812,500 Estimation 

Gearbox 2.5% CAPEX €32,500 €812,500 Estimation 

Fuel 850 €/ton €28,259,100 €706,477,500  

Less 

income 

581 €/ton €1,113,040 €27,826,000  

Total  €30,024,700 €750,617,500  

Table 1-6d: OPEX, PEMFC option [11] 

*Covers: DC/DC Converter, DC/AC Inverter, additional Switchboards, additional Transformers 

and AC/AC Frequency Converter 

This results in a TCO of €795,923,500. 

1.4.4 AFC 

System definition 

Likewise, with the PEMFC the same design principle is applied for the AFC. 

An overview of the design condition and distribution is given in the table below. As only the 

design condition is investigated the bow thruster and re-liquefaction system is not further 

taken into account. 

 

Load type AFC 

*Generated 

[kWe] 

Delivered 

[kW] 

Delivered 

[kWe] 

Propeller shaft 12,849 11,500  

Hotel 273  260 

Bow thruster **631  **600 

Re-liquefaction **1,104  **1,050 

Table 1-7a: Design condition and distribution, AFC option [11] 

*Efficiency of electrical system assumed as following [11]: 

• DC/DC Converter: 99.0%  
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• DC/AC Inverter: 98.0%  

• Switchboard (AC): 99.0%  

• AC/AC Frequency Converter: 98.0%  

• Electric motor: 96.0%  

• Gearbox: 99.0%  

• Transformer: 99.0%  

• Total Propeller shaft: 89.5% 

• Total Hotel load/Cracker & purifier: 95.1% 

**Only used in port if required. 

Based on the provided data the design point of the AFC’s is 13,122 kW. Assuming a power 

generation margin of 10%-15% the installed power is approximately 14,580kW-15,438 kW. 

For this project as reference 15,000kW of AFC’s is selected. The system design of the AFC is 

given below. 

Figure 1-15: System design AFC option 
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Power density 

Based on a 4kW AFC [23] the power density is determined by estimating the actual size of the 

fuel cell module. Resulting in 8 kW/ton and 6 kW/m3. These figures are based on simplified 

measurements and are only used as guideline for comparison.  

Harmful emissions 

Likewise, with the PEMFC the AFC also operates on low temperatures. Furthermore, it works 

on a similar principle as the PEMFC thus the AFC does not emit NOx emissions. It is assumed 

that the burner continuously combusts ammonia under optimal conditions such that NOx 

emissions are negligible. 

The excess hydrogen and small amount of uncracked ammonia from the AFC are used in the 

burner. It is assumed that the continuous operation of the burner all supplied fuel is 

combusted. Therefore, no fuel slip is identified in this system. 

Marine environment 

Likewise, with the PEMFC the AFC has also been proposed as option for the automotive 

industry. Furthermore, the AFC has been successfully applied in several space programs. 

Therefore, it is concluded that the AFC is sufficiently capable to cope with the accelerations 

experienced onboard vessels. 

Considering the sensitivity of the AFC CO2 poisoning is a major concern. Therefore, air 

treatment in the form of CO2 scrubbing is required. To what extend additional air treatment 

is required in unknown and should be further investigated. For now, it is assumed that only 

air treatment in the form of CO2 scrubbing is required. 

System efficiency 

In design condition the goal is to deliver effective power to the propeller and the hotel load, 

combined 11,760 kW. To do so the AFC’s must supply power to the electrical system covering 

the propeller 12,849 kW, hotel load 273 kW making a total of 13,122 kW. The AFC efficiency 

is  assumed 50% resulting in an input demand of 26,244 kW. The system efficiency can 

therefore be calculated as 11,760 kW divided by the 26,244 kW, resulting in 44.8%. 

Total cost of ownership 

The total cost of ownership for the AFC option is calculated in two parts. As per assumptions 

explained in 1.4.1 and the results from this section so far, the following can be stated: 

• Installed AFC’s: 15,000 kW 

• Design point AFC’s: 13,122kW 

• Installed electric motor: 13,000 kW 

• Maximum ammonia input cracker: 1.613 kg/s 

• Maximum ammonia input evaporator: 1.613 kg/s  

• AFC efficiency: 50% (based on ammonia consumption) 

• AFC’s output: 85,293,000 kWh per year 

• Ammonia (fuel) consumption: 33,017 ton per year 

• Effective cargo & less than base cargo, DWT: 50,208 & 1,891 ton  
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Component Figures CAPEX Notes 

AFC’s 2,000 €/kW €30,000,000 Estimation 

Cracker incl. 

Burner 

€115,000 per 

50Nm3/hr 

-> 38.45 kg/hr -> 152x 

€17,480,000 Equipment supplier guideline  

Evaporator €37,000 per 65.61 

kg/hr -> 89x 

€3,293,000 Equipment supplier guideline  

*Additional 

electrical 

systems 

500 €/kW €7,500,000 Estimation 

Electric 

motor 

250 €/kW €3,250,000 Estimation 

Gearbox 50 €/kg, 2 kg/kW €1,300,000 Estimation 

Total  €62,823,000  

Table 1-7b: CAPEX, AFC option [11] 

Component Figures OPEX 1 year OPEX 25 years Notes 

AFC’s 2.5% CAPEX €300,000 €7,500,000 Estimation 

Cracker 

incl. Burner 

1.0% CAPEX €174,800 €4,370,000 Estimation 

Evaporator 1.0% CAPEX €32,930 €823,250 Estimation 

*Additional 

electrical 

systems 

1.0% CAPEX €75,000 €1,875,000 Estimation 

Electric 

motor 

1.0% CAPEX €32,500 €812,500 Estimation 

Gearbox 2.5% CAPEX €32,500 €812,500 Estimation 

Fuel 850 €/ton €28,064,450 €701,611,250  

Less 

income 

581 €/ton €1,098,960 €27,474,000  

Total  €29,802,140 €745,053,500  

Table 1-7c: OPEX, AFC option [11] 

*Covers: DC/DC Converter, DC/AC Inverter, additional Switchboards, additional Transformers 

and AC/AC Frequency Converter 

This results in a TCO of €807,876,500. 
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1.4.5 SOFC 

System definition 

Similar to both PEMFC and AFC the SOFC uses the same design principle for the power 

generation system. 

An overview of the design condition and distribution is given in the table below. As only the 

design condition is investigated, the bow thruster and re-liquefaction system is not further 

taken into account. 

Load type SOFC 

*Generated 

[kWe] 

Delivered 

[kW] 

Delivered 

[kWe] 

Propeller shaft 12,849 11,500  

Hotel 273  260 

Bow thruster **631  **600 

Re-liquefaction **1,104  **1,050 

Table 1-8a: Design condition and distribution, SOFC option [11] 

*Efficiency of electrical system assumed as following [11]: 

• DC/DC Converter: 99.0%  

• DC/AC Inverter: 98.0%  

• Switchboard (AC): 99.0%  

• AC/AC Frequency Converter: 98.0%  

• Electric motor: 96.0%  

• Gearbox: 99.0%  

• Transformer: 99.0%  

• Total Propeller shaft: 89.5% 

• Total Hotel load/Cracker & purifier: 95.1% 

**Only used in port if required. 

Based on the provided data the design point of the SOFC’s are 13,122 kW. Assuming a power 

generation margin of 10%-15% the installed power is approximately 14,580kW-15,438 kW. 

For this project as reference 15,000kW of SOFC’s is selected. 

The system design of the SOFC is given in the figure below. 
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Figure 1-16: System design SOFC option 

Power density 

Based on a 1.5kW (AC output) SOFC [24] the power density is determined by estimating the 

actual size of the fuel cell module plus the cooling and air supply subsystem. The reference 

fuel cell system also includes a DC/DC converter, DC/AC inverter and other miscellaneous 

equipment. Therefore, the power density is based on an estimated 50% of the given size and 

mass. Furthermore, the DC power output, 1.67 kW is used. Resulting in 17 kW/ton and 8 

kW/m3. These figures are based on simplified measurements and are only used as guideline 

for comparison. 

Harmful emissions 

The SOFC has an operating temperature of approximately 800 °C. Although this is higher than 

the PEMFC and AFC research has shown that formation of NOx can still be prevented. 

The operating temperature causes the ammonia to decompose inside the SOFC. Considering 

this temperature and with sufficient air supply the fuel slip, both ammonia and hydrogen is 
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expected to be minimal based on its principal design. Therefore, the remaining fuel slip is 

considered low enough that it can easily dissolve in water, which is created in the SOFC, to 

none harmful concentrations. This should be further investigated in a later design stage. 

Marine environment 

The SOFC compared to the PEMFC and AFC is clearly less sensitive to impurities. A SOFC stack 

has already been tested on multiple vessels. One of them was the Viking Lady where successful 

operation was achieved in offshore conditions. Therefore, it is concluded that both 

accelerations and salty air are no serious issue for the SOFC. 

System efficiency 

According to earlier market research the efficiency of a SOFC currently varies between 50% 

and 60%. However, efficiencies above 60% have also been reached. For this project an 

efficiency of 60% is assumed. This efficiency already includes the demand of the coolant and 

air subsystems. In design condition the goal is to deliver effective power to the propeller and 

the hotel load, combined 11,760 kW. To do so the SOFC’s must supply power to the electrical 

system covering the propeller 12,849kW and hotel load 273 kW making a total of 13,122 kW. 

The SOFC efficiency is 60% resulting in an input demand of 21,870 kW. The system efficiency 

can therefore be calculated as 11,760 kW divided by the 21,870 kW, resulting in 53.8%. 

Total cost of ownership 

The total cost of ownership for the SOFC option is calculated in two parts. As per assumptions 

explained in 1.4.1 and the results from this section so far, the following can be stated: 

• Installed SOFC’s: 15,000 kW 

• Design point SOFC’s: 13,122 kW 

• Installed electric motor: 13,000 kW 

• Maximum ammonia input evaporator: 1.344 kg/s  

• SOFC’s output: 85,293,000 kWh per year 

• SOFC efficiency: 60% (based on ammonia consumption) 

• Ammonia consumption: 27,514 ton per year 

• Effective cargo & less than base cargo, DWT: 50,790 & 1,309 ton  
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Component Figures CAPEX Notes 

SOFC’s 5,000 €/kW €75,000,000 Fuel cell manufacturer guideline 

Evaporator €37,000 per 65.61 

kg/hr -> 74x 

€2,664,000 Equipment supplier guideline 

*Additional 

electrical 

systems 

500 €/kW €7,500,000 Estimation 

Electric 

motor 

250 €/kW €3,250,000 Estimation 

Gearbox 50 €/kg, 2 kg/kW €1,300,000 Estimation 

Total  €89,714,000  

Table 1-8b: CAPEX, SOFC option [11] 

Component Figures OPEX 1 year OPEX 25 years Notes 

SOFC’s 2.5% CAPEX €1,875,000 €46,875,000 Estimation 

Evaporator 1% CAPEX €26,640 €666,000 Estimation 

*Additional 

electrical 

systems 

1% CAPEX €75,000 €1,875,000 Estimation 

Electric 

motor 

1% CAPEX €32,500 €812,500 Estimation 

Gearbox 2.5% CAPEX €32,500 €812,500 Estimation 

Fuel 850 €/ton €23,386,900 €584,672,500  

Less 

income 

581 €/ton €760,639 €19,015,975  

Total  €26,189,179 €654,729,475  

Table 1-8c: OPEX, SOFC option [11] 

*Covers: DC/DC Converter, DC/AC Inverter, additional Switchboards, additional Transformers 

and AC/AC Frequency Converter 

This results in a TCO of €744,443,475. 
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1.4.6 Comparison of Options 

As a summary of this chapter all four options are compared and listed.  

Option *Power density Harmful emissions 

[kW/ton] [kW/m3] 

ICE +/-38 +/-29 **+/-14 g/kWh NOx & 

100ppm ammonia slip 

PEMFC +/-256 +/-99 None 

AFC +/-8 +/-6 None 

SOFC +/-17 +/-8 None 

Table 1-9a: Comparison of options, Part 1 

*Power density is a guideline based on simplified measurements of the engine or fuel cell only. 

Other equipment such as support systems and electrical systems are excluded. 

**Emissions of main engine, apply SCR to reduce NOx as much as possible. 

 

Option Marine environment System 

efficiency 

Total cost of 

ownership (TCO) 

ICE No issues 49.4% €689,496,925 

PEMFC Air treatment required: 

filtration 

44.5% €795,923,500 

AFC Air treatment required: 

CO2 scrubbing 

44.8% €807,876,500 

SOFC No issues 53.9% €744,443,475 

Table 1-9b: Comparison of options, Part 2 
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Figure 1-17: Cost comparison of options 

Reviewing the comparison, the SOFC is clearly the most efficient. However, it does have 

practical challenges as the power density and other capabilities are not on an acceptable level 

yet. Furthermore, despite the higher efficiency of the SOFC the total cost of ownership (TCO) 

is still higher than the ICE based on these guidelines and estimations. The SOFC has a 

significant higher CAPEX than the ICE. This makes ship owners more reluctant to adopt this 

technology as the savings in OPEX could still take too long, which is a risk not taken often. The 

purchase and maintenance cost of the SOFC should be further investigated to obtain more 

accurate analysis. 

The (two-stroke low speed) internal combustion engine is second in efficiency and therefore 

more efficient than the PEMFC and the AFC. Furthermore, the ICE is less expensive, more 

robust and has acceptable power density and capabilities. 

1.4.7 Conclusion 

Based on the comparison the ICE is selected as best option for the current moment as it has 

high efficiency, is sufficiently practical, can stand in a marine environment and its cost is 

acceptable. In the future further development of fuel cell technology and especially the SOFC 

might change this evaluation. This technology is still at an early stage and lot of research must 

be done to improve its practical viability as a power generation option and to make it 

marketable competitive.  
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1.5 Ammonia Comparison with Conventional Power Generation 

In this chapter the selected ammonia powered option, the ICE, will be compared with the 

conventional option. The comparison will cover both technical and economic performance. 

Furthermore, besides the conclusion an outlook and recommendation will be given at the end 

of this chapter. 

1.5.1 Conventional Option 

System definition 

The conventional option is based on the same design principles. However, as the conventional 

option operates on Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO), the boil off needs to be re-liquified. Therefore, re-

liquification power demand is included in the design condition and thus the main engine size. 

An overview of the design condition and distribution is given in the table below. 

 

Load type Main engine ***Generators 

[kWe] 
Propeller 

shaft [kW] 

PTO – 

*Delivered [kW] 

– [kWe] 

Propeller shaft 11,500   

Main engine 

support 

 554 – 490  

Hotel  **294 – 260 **260 

Bow thruster   ****600 

Re-liquefaction  **1,188 – 1,050 **1,050 

Table 1-10a: Design condition and distribution, Conventional option [11] 

*Efficiency of electrical system assumed as following [11]: 

• PTO – Shaft generator efficiency: 92.0%  

• AC/AC Frequency Converter: 98.0%  

• Switchboard (AC): 99.0%  

• Transformer: 99.0%  

• Total: 88.4% 

**In transit covered by main engine, in port covered by generators. 

***Losses due to switchboard and transformer to be in cooperated. 

****Only used in port if required. 
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Based on the provided data the design point of the engine is 13,536 kW with cargo, and 12,348 

kW without cargo. Assuming an engine margin of 10%-15%, based on the condition with cargo, 

the installed power is approximately 15,040 kW-15,925 kW. For this project as reference a 

MAN G60ME 16,080 kW (6 cylinders) is selected.  The system design of the internal 

combustion engine option is given in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 1-18: System design Conventional option 

Power density 

Based on the conventional engine for the 54,000 ton DWT ammonia carrier the resulting 

power density is 35 kW/ton and 32 kW/m3. These figures are based on simplified 

measurements and are only used as guideline for comparison.  

Harmful emissions 

Based on an operating efficiency of the main engine of 50%, the emissions can be identified 

with combustion of HFO as per table 1-10b. The 50% efficiency can be expressed in 7200 

kJ/kWh, assuming 40,000 kJ/kg for low sulphur 0.5% HFO this results in 180 g/kWh fuel 

consumption. 

 

Harmful Emission Figures Result [g/kWh] Notes 

CO2 3.114 g/g-fuel [26] 561 - 

SOx & PM 0.5% = 0.005 g/g-fuel 1 Sulphur Cap 2020 

[25] 

NOx - 14 IMO Tier II [25] 

Table 1-10b: Harmful emissions Conventional option 
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System efficiency 

A slow speed two-stroke diesel engine has similar efficiency ranges as what has been discussed 

in 1.4.2. Therefore, for this project it is assumed the main engine has an efficiency of 50%. In 

design condition, when full, the goal is to deliver effective power to the propeller the hotel 

load and ammonia re-liquification plant, combined 12,810 kW. To do so the main engine must 

also supply power to cover the main engine support systems, adding 490 kW. Including all 

losses in the supply of electrical energy the total makes 13,536 kW. The main engine efficiency 

is 50% resulting in an input demand of 27,072 kW. The system efficiency can therefore be 

calculated as 12,810 kW divided by the 27,072 kW, resulting in 47.3%. 

Total cost of ownership 

The total cost of ownership (TCO) for the conventional option is calculated in two parts. As 

per assumptions explained in 1.4.1 and the results from this section so far, the following can 

be stated: 

• Installed main engine: 16,080 kW 

• Design point main engine: 50% 13,536 kW & 50% 12,348 kW (average: 12,942 kW) 

• Main engine output: 84,123,000 kWh per year 

• Main engine efficiency: 50% 

• HFO (fuel) consumption: 15,142 ton per year 

• DeNOx system is applied as NOx emissions are identified 

• No scrubber is included as low sulphur 0.5% HFO is used 

 

Component Figures CAPEX Notes 

*Main engine 400 €/kW €6,432,000 Engine manufacturer guideline with 

added margin 

DeNOx 40 €/kW €643,200  

Total  €7,075,200  

Table 1-10c: CAPEX, Conventional option [11] 

*Including PTO – Shaft generator and AC/AC Frequency Converter 
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Component Figures OPEX 1 year OPEX 25 years Notes 

*Main engine 2.5% CAPEX €160,800 €4,020,000 Engine manufacturer 

guideline with added 

margin 

DeNOx 6 €/MWh €504,738 €12,618,450 Running and 

maintenance cost 

Fuel 500 €/ton €7,571,000 €189,275,000 Estimation: Low sulphur 

0.5% HFO 

Total  €8,236,538 €205,913,450  

Table 1-10d: OPEX, Conventional option [11] 

*Including PTO – Shaft generator and AC/AC Frequency Converter. 

This results in TCO of €212,988,650 for the conventional option. 

1.5.2 General Comparison 

The comparison of the selected ammonia powered option, the ICE, with the conventional 

option is shown in the tables below. 

Option *Power density Harmful emissions 

[kW/ton] [kW/m3] 

ICE (NH3) +/-38 +/-29 **+/-14 g/kWh NOx 

100ppm ammonia slip 

Conventional +/-35 +/-32 561 g/kWh CO2 

1 g/kWh SOx & PM 

**14 g/kWh NOx 

Table 1-10e: Comparison with Conventional option, Part 1 

*Power density is a guideline based on simplified measurements of the engine. Other 

equipment such as support systems and electrical systems are excluded. 

**Emissions of main engine, apply SCR to reduce NOx as much as possible. 

 

Option Marine environment System 

efficiency 

Total cost of 

ownership (TCO) 

ICE (NH3) No issues 49.4% €689,496,925 

Conventional No issues 47.3% €212,988,650 

Table 1-10f: Comparison with Conventional option, Part 2 
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Reviewing the power density, marine environment and system efficiency both the ICE option 

and the conventional option preform similarly. The conventional option clearly has 

significantly more harmful emissions (with NOx assumed to be similar). However, the current 

related costs are significantly lower. To analyse the potential of ammonia further several 

future scenarios are studied in the next section which influence the cost difference. 

1.5.3 Cost Scenario Comparisons 

Scenario 1: Basic 

Based on what has been provided so far the first basic comparison, scenario 1, can be made 

between ICE (NH3) option with 850 euro per ton ammonia (green) and the conventional option 

with 500 euro per ton low sulphur 0.5% HFO. As can be seen the conventional option is 

significantly cheaper. 

 

Figure 1-19: Cost scenario 1 comparison ICE (NH3) vs Conventional 

Scenario 2: Emission taxation 

Scenario 2 extends the basic scenario with emission taxation. As can be seen taxation of 400 

euro per ton CO2 with the conventional option is approximately similar as the ICE (NH3) option. 
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Figure 1-20: Cost scenario 2 comparison ICE (NH3) vs Conventional 

Scenario 3: Low electricity price 

In scenario 3 the availability of low-cost electricity is added to the basic scenario enabling 400 

euro per ton ammonia. As can be seen the difference between the conventional option and 

the ICE (NH3) is significantly reduced. However, there is quite some distance between it and 

the conventional option. 

 

Figure 1-21: Cost scenario 3 comparison ICE (NH3) vs Conventional 
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Scenario 4: Combination 2 & 3 

Combining the data from scenario 2 and 3 scenario 4 is made. As can be seen the ICE (NH3) 

with 400 euro per ton ammonia is on a similar level as the conventional option with 100 euro 

per ton CO2. 

 

 

Figure 1-22: Cost scenario 4 comparison ICE (NH3) vs Conventional 

1.5.4 Conclusion 

Reviewing the ammonia powered option with the ICE with the conventional option the 

technical performance is precisely similar, with the ammonia ICE to be slightly more efficient. 

In addition, the conventional option has significantly more harmful emissions (with NOx 

assumed to be similar). 

Studying the basic cost scenario, 850 euro per ton ammonia (green) and 500 euro per ton low 

sulphur 0.5% HFO, the ammonia powered option is clearly more expensive, about 3.2 times 

the expenses of the conventional option. Reflecting on future scenarios with 400 euro per ton 

ammonia, based on low electricity cost, it is in a similar range of 500 euro per ton HFO with 

100 euro per ton CO2 taxation. Future assumptions with high carbon taxation and low 

electricity cost will make ammonia quite competitive and possibly cheaper than the 

conventional option. 
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1.6 Ammonia Safety 

In this chapter the hazards of ammonia are addressed and compared with conventional fuels 

to indicate the area with the main risks. Furthermore, existing general safety measures, rules 

and regulations are studied. This chapter concludes with a review of the discussed topics to 

indicate the risk levels of ammonia on flammability, toxicity and environmental impact. 

1.6.1 Hazards of Ammonia 

To obtain a clear picture on the risks of ammonia hazard statements as safety standards are 

studied. Hazard statements form part of the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and 

Labelling of Chemicals (GHS). They are intended to form a set of standardized phrases about 

the hazards of chemical substances [27]. In the table below the hazard statements of ammonia 

are listed and compared with other fuels.- 

 

Hazard statements Hazard 

category 

A
m

m
o

n
ia

  

C
N

G
  

LN
G

  

D
ie

se
l  

U
LS

F
O

  

H
yd

ro
g

e
n

  

H220 Extremely flammable gas 1A  X X   X 

H221 Flammable gas 2 X      

H226 Flammable liquid and vapour 3    X   

H227 Combustible liquid 4     X  

H280 Contains gas under pressure; 

may explode if heated 

Compressed 

gas 

 X    X 

Liquefied gas 

(b) 

X*      

H281 Contains refrigerated gas; 

may cause cryogenic burn or injury 

Refrigerated 

liquefied gas 

  X    

H304 May be fatal if swallowed and 

enters airways 

1    X   

H313 May be harmful in contact 

with skin 

5    X   

H314 Causes severe skin burns and 

eye damage 

1B X      

H315 Causes skin irritation 2    X   

H331 Toxic if inhaled 3 X      

H332 Harmful if inhaled 4    X X  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globally_Harmonized_System_of_Classification_and_Labelling_of_Chemicals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globally_Harmonized_System_of_Classification_and_Labelling_of_Chemicals
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H350 May cause cancer 1B     X  

H351 Suspected of causing cancer 2    X   

H361 Suspected of damaging 

fertility or the unborn child 

2     X  

H373 May cause damage to organs 

through prolonged or repeated 

exposure 

2    X X  

H410 Very toxic to aquatic life with 

long lasting effects 

1 X    X  

H411 Toxic to aquatic life with long 

lasting effects 

2    X   

Table 1-11a: Hazard statements comparison of ammonia with other fuels 

CNG: Compressed Natural Gas 

LNG: Liquefied Natural Gas 

ULSFO: Ultra Low Sulphur Fuel Oil (0.1%) 

H: Hazard statement 

2: Physical hazard  

3: Health hazard 

4: Environmental hazard 

Hazard category: a hazard class for which the use of a hazard statement is applicable 

*Different from Safety Data Sheet (SDS), corrected accordingly to definition of GHS. [27] 

1.6.2 Existing Safety Measures 

The main hazard with ammonia is the toxicity. Ammonia is a gas at atmospheric pressure at 

room temperature which is lighter than air. So, depending on the situation different methods 

are applied to cope with leakages and unwanted pressure build in ammonia storage systems. 

To prevent hazardous concentrations of ammonia an enclosed space with a system containing 

ammonia is continuously vented and monitored by ammonia detectors. Furthermore, in case 

of an actual leakage additional air ventilation is applied to keep the ammonia concentration 

as low as possible. 

In case of leakages in open spaces water spray is often used to dissolve the ammonia in water 

also known as, ammonia solution or aqueous ammonia. By doing so dispersal of gaseous 

ammonia is prevented. Depending on the temperature the solubility of ammonia in water 

varies. At room temperature at atmospheric pressure the solubility of ammonia in water is 

about 34% by mass. By adding additional water, the concentration of ammonia is lowered 

further reducing the hazard of its toxicity. In respect ammonia solution for household cleaning 

purposes is about 5% ammonia by mass. 
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When there are conditions that cause a rise in pressure in the ammonia storage tank ammonia 

can be released by means of a vent mast maintaining acceptable pressure levels. However, in 

case this would mean large amounts of gaseous ammonia are be released, forming 

unacceptable concentrations, there is the possibility to burn the ammonia with a flare. In 

general, the flaring is initiated and maintained by burning natural gas, then the ammonia is 

added and burned with the natural gas. By doing so the toxicity hazard is eliminated as 

ammonia is converted mainly into nitrogen and water. 

1.6.3 Rules and Regulations 

The invention of the Haber-Bosch process in the first decade of the 20th century enabled the 

industry to scale up ammonia production and supply the growing global demand. Nowadays, 

the main consumer of ammonia is the fertilizer industry. The global ammonia production 

levels are around 180 million ton per year where approximately 10% is transported over sea. 

Besides fertilizer production ammonia is also used in cooling systems as a refrigerant. 

Furthermore, ammonia is applied in DeNOx systems, mainly in the form of urea. With decades 

of industrial experience with ammonia rules and regulation have been formulated for several 

applications. 

Onshore industry 

Within the Netherlands there are national guidelines regarding onshore storage and handling 

of ammonia. These are covered by the Publication series on Dangerous Substances (PGS).  

The goals of PGS 12 is to cover personnel, environment and fire safety on storage and loading 

of ammonia. It extends to both pressurized as refrigerated storage regardless of storage 

volume. It provides qualitative guidelines for ammonia storage and loading on, but not limited 

to, design and construction of ammonia storage plants, loading stations, operational 

procedures, inspection and maintenance. 

Similar to PGS 12, PGS 13 goal is to cover personnel, environment and fire safety yet focussed 

on cooling system using ammonia. It classifies multiple sizes and types of cooling systems and 

likewise provides qualitative guidelines for safe design and operation. 

Maritime industry 

For maritime transport of ammonia several regulations have been developed. Furthermore, 

applying alternative fuels on ships has also been regulated. The IBC, IGC and IGF code are 

reviewed in this subsection. 

IBC Code is an international code for the construction and equipment of ships carrying 

dangerous chemicals in Bulks. The purpose of the IBC code is to provide an international 

standard for the safe carriage, in bulk by sea, of dangerous chemicals and noxious liquid 

substances. The code prescribes the design and construction standards of ships, regardless of 

tonnage, involved in such carriage and the equipment they shall carry to minimize the risk to 

the ship, its crew and the environment, having regard to the nature of the products involved. 

The IBC code does not cover ammonia it only covers aqueous ammonia (ammonia solution) 

up to 28%. Therefore, the IBC code is not applicable. 
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IGC Code is an international code for the construction and equipment of ships carrying 

liquefied gases in Bulks. The purpose of the IGC code is to provide an international standard 

for the safe carriage, by sea in bulk, of liquefied gases and certain other substances. Through 

consideration of the products carried, it prescribes the design and construction standards of 

the ships involved and the equipment they should carry to minimize the risk to the ship, its 

crew and the environment. The code covers topics including, but not limited to, ship survival 

capability and location of cargo tanks, cargo containment, fire safety and use of cargo as a 

fuel. 

IGF Code is an international code of safety for ships using gases or other low-flashpoint fuels. 

The purpose of the IGF code is to provide an international standard for ships using low-

flashpoint fuel, other than ships covered by the IGC code. The IGF code is a general foundation 

for ships using gases or other low flashpoint fuels. The first draft was initiated in 2005 and in 

2017 it has been fully developed and adopted for natural gas. These developments enabled 

ships other than LNG carriers to use LNG as a fuel. The IGF code is still being further developed 

for other fuels besides natural gas. 

 

1.6.4 Risk Levels 

Reviewing the discussed topics hazards of ammonia, existing safety measures, rules and 

regulations the risk levels on each category can be summarized. 

Flammability 

Ammonia has lower flammability risk than natural gas since it is listed in category 2 of 

flammable gases. This can be explained by several factors [28], like: 

• A narrow flammability limit: 15-28%, with a high lower limit compared to other fuels 

• A high absolute minimum ignition energy compared to other fuels  

• A high auto ignition temperature: 651 °C  

Furthermore, toxicity limits, which will be addressed in the next subsection, are far more 

severe than flammability limits for ammonia. This is also seen in the IGC code since only toxic 

vapour detection is required. Nevertheless, ammonia is a flammable gas thus ignition sources 

should be kept away sufficiently in order to prevent fires. In addition, likewise with natural gas 

ammonia contains gas under pressure; may explode if heated. So, means for pressure relieve 

should be installed accordingly. 

Toxicity 

Ammonia has two distinct different health hazards compared to conventional fuels. Ammonia 

causes severe skin burns and eye damage and is toxic if inhaled. Since ammonia is a gas at 

atmospheric conditions the risk of exposure is very real. Based on Acute Exposure Guideline 

Levels (AEGL) the limits to ammonia exposure can be identified as shown it the table below. 
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(ppm) 10 

min 

 

30 

min 

 

60 

min 

4 hr 

 

8 hr 

 

AEGL 1 30 30 30 30 30 

AEGL 2 220 220 160 110 110 

AEGL 3 2,700 1,600 1,100 550 390 

Table 1-11b: Acute Exposure Guideline Levels (AEGL): Ammonia 

AEGL 1: Notable discomfort, irritation, or certain asymptomatic non-sensory effects. However, 

the effects are not disabling and are transient and reversible upon cessation of exposure. 

AEGL 2: Irreversible or other serious, long-lasting adverse health effects or an impaired ability 

to escape. 

AEGL 3: Life-threatening health effects or death. 

To reduce the likelihood of exposure to high concentrations adequate ventilation should be 

installed in all areas where ammonia gas could be built up. In case the ejected concentration 

would be too high with ventilation or a significant leak emerges, the hazard can be contained 

by means of water spray dissolving the ammonia into water. Both release of ammonia into air 

and water have an impact on the environment which will be discussed in the next subsection. 

Environmental impact 

An ammonia spillage in water leads to several things. When liquid ammonia is spilled directly 

into water approximately 70% will dissolve into the water forming a balance of mostly 

ammonium and a little ammonia depending on the pH and temperature of the water. The 

remaining 30% will evaporate as at the moment of spillage locally insufficient water is 

available to dissolve all the ammonia resulting in a gas cloud. 

The dissolved ammonia is a serious threat to aquatic organisms killing most in close proximity 

as lethal concentrations are easily exceeded. Epically fish are more sensitive to ammonia than 

plants and other underwater organisms. In the longer term the ocean will require time to 

recover as the ammonia is converted by bacteria ‘Nitrosomonas’ to nitrite (NO2
-) and later by 

‘Nitrobacter’ to nitrate (NO3
-) which can then be used by plants. As this process consumes 

parts of the available oxygen in the water the oxygen for other organisms is limited. In 

addition, the dissolved ammonium, which will mainly be consumed by aquatic organisms such 

as algae, are also responsible for limiting the amount of available oxygen. Therefore, the 

return of aquatic organisms higher in the food chain, like fish, will take a significant amount of 

time as the lack of oxygen limits the rate of their return. This confirms and to a certain extend 

explains the environmental hazard of ammonia ‘Very toxic to aquatic life with long lasting 

effects’. Ammonia kills most living organisms in close proximity and its effects demand a 

serious amount of time to restore the area to its natural state. 

An ammonia gas cloud can be caused by the remaining 30% of liquid ammonia spillage in 

water, as discussed earlier, or by liquid ammonia spillage in open air which evaporates. An 

ammonia gas cloud will rise up in the atmosphere as ammonia gas is lighter than air. 
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Nevertheless, an ammonia gas cloud is a serious threat to organisms in its surroundings as it 

could easily expose them to lethal concentrations. As it will take time for all the ammonia to 

evaporate and steadily go up into the atmosphere it will remain a threat. Once diluted in the 

air it will find a new balance between the atmosphere and ocean over a certain amount of 

time restoring to its natural state.  

1.7 Simulations and designs of ammonia power generation options  

To further improve our theoretical research and to support the functional design of the 

ammonia power generation options presented in section 1.4 we developed software 

simulations. Heat and mass balance calculations were executed to estimate the consumption 

of ammonia for each configuration and to identify the processes to make the technology run 

with ammonia. The software used to run the models is COCO 

(https://www.cocosimulator.org/) which is a simulation environment for chemical and 

thermodynamic processes. The goal of the simulations is to verify the performances of section 

1.4 and to help setting the criteria for the final assessment in terms of efficiency and size to 

choose the best technology to use ammonia as maritime fuel. The following sections will 

explain and show the models for the studied designs. 

1.7.1 Inputs 

Although three sizes of ships have been targeted in this process, the simulations were focused 

only on the medium size that is for the 18k-tonne ship. The results that can be derived from 

this case can also be extended to the other configurations as the operations can be easily 

scaled up or down. In addition, by keeping constant the power output, the consumption of 

ammonia could be directly compared among the different scenarios. The following initial 

inputs and assumptions have been used in the model: 

 

• Available mechanical power output: 8 MW. 

• Air is supplied at standard conditions (1 atm and 25°C). 

• Ammonia is stored in a refrigerated tank at -33°C and 1 atm.  

• The simulations were run in steady state conditions. This means that only normal 

operations are considered and start up analysis has not been included. 

• The simulations were run assuming the ship at full load. 

1.7.2 ICE 

The scenario which is here investigated is the simplest one, i.e. only ammonia is used as a fuel. 

The advantage of this case is that very little modifications need to be applied to the engine 

since ammonia can be directly injected in the combustion chamber. The modelling procedure 

has been divided into two stages. First, the process flow has been implemented simulating 

Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO). The purposes of this preliminary part are to obtain the most 

representative configuration for the combustion engine and to be able to compare the results 
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with available data from engine manufacturer with the same power output. Secondly, after 

validation of the model, the flowsheet was adapted to the case with ammonia as a fuel. By 

keeping the operating conditions the same, the only degree of freedom to obtain the targeted 

power output is the ammonia consumption.  

The process description is implemented as shown in the figure below according to the 

following stages: 

• Fuel supply (P01 & E02): liquid ammonia in the storage is pumped (P01) to gain 

pressure to be injected into the combustion chamber and then it is heated through a 

heat exchanger with the hot flue gases. The outlet ammonia stream is in its vapor state 

and it is superheated. 

• Air intake: air is sucked in from ambient conditions at the inlet. 

• Turbocharger compressor (C01): the delivered pressure of the turbocharger 

compressor is set to 4.01 bar. In addition, the energy demand of the compressor is 

fixed by the extracted work of the turbine at the outlet of the model. 

• Intercooler (E01): because the temperature rises due to the previous compression 

stage, the air needs to be cooled before it can enter the engine. The target 

temperature for the model is set to 37°C.  

• Piston compression (C02): the air goes into the combustion engine. The pressure 

increases due to the uprising movement of the piston. This stage is represented by a 

compressor with isentropic efficiency equal to 1. 

• Combustion process (V01): air and ammonia are mixed together, and the stream goes 

through a fixed conversion reactor where the combustion of the fuel takes place. The 

reaction is specified as 4𝑁𝐻3 + 3𝑂2 → 2𝑁2 + 6𝐻2𝑂 

The conversion reaction is set to 100%. Because it is an exothermic reaction, heat is 

released, and the temperature rises above 1100°C. 

- Piston expansion (T01): the expansion of the flue gases causes the piston to move 

downwards. This phase is represented by an expander. The outlet pressure is set equal to 

3.84 bar. This expander extracts energy from the fuel. Part of this energy is used to feed 

the stage piston compression. The remaining value is the available output mechanical 

power delivered to the shaft.  

- Cooling (E03): a cooler which represents the heat losses decreases the temperature to a 

value of 400°C. 

- Turbocharger turbine (T02): for this expander, the outlet pressure and the isentropic 

efficiency are specified, and they are respectively equal to ambient pressure and 0.8. 

These inputs determine the energy generated which, as mentioned before, is used to feed 

the compressor at the inlet stage. 

- Flue gases: the outlet conditions are estimated to be at ambient pressure and temperature 

of about 300°C. The stream is used for heat recovery. 
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The following limitations hold in the model due to the software used: 

• It cannot be represented in the model at which stage the fuel has to be injected in the 

combustion chamber. 

• The simulation environment is only able to model this system as a continuous process 

whereas the injection phase takes place in a cyclic process. 

• Cooling effects occur simultaneously to the rest of the process whereas in the model 

they have been represented as one single block. This might overestimate the 

maximum temperature reached in the combustion chamber. 

• A 100% conversion of NH3 is set so this model so it does not take into account the 

ammonia slip and the production of NOx. Because of the high temperatures reached 

during the combustion process, NOx agents are likely to form. Thus, extra care emission 

treatment needs to be considered. Processes such as a Selective Catalytic Reduction 

(SCR) can reduce the NOx emissions as below as 25 ppm through the catalyst. Recent 

available literature studies showed that Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) is also a valid 

technique to reduce the emissions of NOx through a reduced oxygen availability. The 

downsides are that the combustion efficiency is negatively affected and production of 

significant N2O quantities was noticed for combustion temperatures below 1400 K. 

However, a De-NOx unit was not included in the model because it was not part of this 

section. 

 

Figure 1-23: Process model of ICE 

1.7.3 PEMFC 

The model for the process of the PEMFC is shown in the figure below. Ammonia is first cracked 

into the cracker unit R01 at the operating temperature of 900°C with 100% efficiency. 

Generally, the cracker comes up with an integrated heat recovery system which can reduce 

its power consumption. The heat recovery system is exploited to heat the ammonia at the 
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inlet from its storage state to superheated condition through the reformed gases at the outlet. 

A heat exchanger (HE01) is used for this purpose. According to literature research [] the outlet 

stream must undergo purification to reach the purity required by the anode of the fuel cell. 

The operating conditions for the purifying membrane are taken as 5 bar and 450°C. The gain 

in pressure is achieved by means of compressor C01 with an efficiency of 75%. Moreover, the 

compressor is driven by part of the available electrical energy coming from the fuel cell. The 

hydrogen recovery of the purification unit P01 is set to 80%. The isolated and pure hydrogen 

is cooled down through E02 to the operating temperature of the PEM, chosen as 65°C. To 

represent the oxidation of hydrogen in a realistic way, data for the PEM have been gathered 

from supplier. The technology works according to the modified reaction  1.25𝐻2 + 2𝑂2 → 𝐻2𝑂 + 0.25𝐻2 + 1.5𝑂2. 

From the stoichiometrically point of view, the fuel cell needs 25% more hydrogen than the 

actual needed amount to prevent fuel starvation and an increased fuel-oxidizer equivalence 

ratio. In commercial products, the hydrogen which does not take part in the reaction is 

recirculated in the fuel cell. However, before being recirculated, it needs to be treated to be 

brought back to its degree of purity. In this model instead, the excess of hydrogen and oxygen 

at the outlet of the cell are mixed with the remainder of hydrogen which was not recovered 

in P01, and they are sent to the burner R03. The combustion releases energy and heat which 

can be used as feed for the cracker R01. 

 

The efficiency of the PEM is assumed to be 53%. The electrical energy generated by the fuel 

cell must be converted into mechanical energy through an electric motor before it could be 

delivered to the propellers. Furthermore, the PEMFC generates a DC output whereas electrical 

motors are commonly AC powered. For this reason, a DC/AC inverter is required. Additional 

pieces of equipment required for this conversion are a switchboard and a frequency driver. 

Although the process simulation does not show these steps, they have been indirectly 

included in the total power output of the model by separately estimating the efficiency of the 

electrical equipment of 88%. 
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Figure 1-24: Process model of PEMFC. 

1.7.4 SOFC  

The Solid Oxide Fuel Cell block has been modelled using two uncoupled stages and it is shown 

in the figure below. First, ammonia is cracked in R01; then, the oxidation reaction of hydrogen 

is performed in R02. The operating temperature selected for the process is 650°C. Cracking 

occurs spontaneously because of the high temperature and it is fed by the available outlet 

energy at the cracker. The efficiency of the SOFC is assumed as 60%. 

Air is sucked at ambient temperature and pressure. Academic research suggests that a surplus 

of air should be sent to the cathode because the nitrogen is used as a coolant. When hydrogen 

is used as fuel, typical air-to-fuel ratios are between 3 and 5. This value should be corrected 

for ammonia. In fact, less air can be used because the energy absorbed by the cracking process 

helps to keep the temperature low. Therefore, the range drops from 2 to 4. In the current 

simulation, an air-to-fuel ratio factor of 3 has been chosen. The same holds for the fuel. The 

anode should receive about 20% more of fuel in order to avoid the dead-end mode that is the 

lack of fuel at the end of the SOFC that can be harmful for the anode and the catalyst.  

Thus, there is an excess of hydrogen and oxygen at hot temperature at the outlet which are 

potential energy conveyor. For this reason, an after burner has been included in the simulation 

in order to extract extra available energy for heat recovery and to improve the efficiency of 

the system. The unreacted H2 and O2 are blended together in the same pipe and they are sent 

to the burner where combustion occurs and additional heat is produced. The outlet stream is 

used to warm up the inlet feeds of ammonia and air through the heat exchangers E01 and 

E02. 

As for the PEMFC, the steps to convert DC electrical energy generated by the fuel cell to 

available mechanical power delivered at the output were taken into account but not 

represented in the model. The combined efficiency is 88%. 
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Figure 1-25: Process model of SOFC with ammonia. 

1.7.5 Steam Turbine  

Ammonia is mixed with air and it undergoes combustion in the reactor Rx01 according to the 

reaction 4NH3+3O2→6H2O+2N2. 

This is an exothermic reaction which generates 18.6 MJ of energy per kilogram of ammonia. 

The content of ammonia and air have been evaluated using stoichiometric ratio so that the 

required thermal energy is supplied to the boiler Ex02. The burner and the boiler are mounted 

together forming only one piece of equipment. The total efficiency of the integrated system 

is taken as 70% based on commercial supplier communication.  

The heat generated from the combustion supplied to the boiler brings water to superheated 

steam at 6MPa and 420°C. The stream passes through the turbine stage Tx02 and the 

mechanical power is extracted. The outlet pressure drops to 55 kPa with 95% gas quality. 

Then, the condenser Ex03 converts the gas into liquid at saturated condition at constant 

pressure. Temperature is reduced to 40°C. The pump Px01 increases the pressure to the 

operating value and the cycle starts all over.  

The model does not show the gearbox stage required to connect the shaft of the turbine to 

the propeller one. Because of the sliding action occurring between the teeth of the gears, part 

of the usable power is dissipated into heat. The estimation of the losses depends on several 
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factors such as reduction ratio, type, lubricant, stages. For this stage, the efficiency is 

estimated to be 98%. 

Gas turbine is not analyzed in this process simulations due to its technical drawbacks as an 

ammonia power generation option in the marine industry as mentioned in section 1.3.3 

 

 

Figure 1-26: Process model of steam engine. 

1.7.6 Results 

From the design simulations, the ammonia consumption has been reported in  the table below 

for the four different scenarios analyzed. The values can be related to the overall efficiency of 

the system as follows  𝜂 = 𝑃�̇�𝑒 

where 𝑃 is the mechanical power output, �̇� the mass flow rate of ammonia and 𝑒 is the lower 

heating value of ammonia that is the specific energy per kilogram. For ammonia, it is equal to 

18.6 MJ/kg. These are also reported in the table. Through the link between ammonia 

consumption and power output, a direct comparison for the considered cases can be easily 

applied. This is allowed because the power output has been maintained fixed for all the 

scenarios.  
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CONFIGURATION NH3 CONSUMPTION SYSTEM EFFICIENCY 

[kg/h] [kg/s] [%] 

Internal Combustion Engine (NH3) 3500 0.97 43 

Internal Combustion Engine (HFO) 1300 0.36 49 

PEM Fuel Cell 5480 1.52 28 

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 2875 0.79 53 

Steam Engine 9877 2.74 15 

Table 1-12: Summary of the performance for the investigated cases. 

 

As seen from the table the system efficiencies indicated by the process simulations are quite 

similar with the system efficiencies calculated in functional design at the section 1.4. Based on 

the data presented in the table, the following conclusions can be derived and the best 

configuration from the performance point of view is proposed.  

The steam engine performances were the poorest. The low efficiency depends on the high 

consumption of ammonia and on the heat losses from the condenser. Moreover, this 

technology has limited applicability as the investment becomes profitable only for big power 

outputs. Upon contacting the supplier, it resulted that it is still not a mature technology as a 

burner with ammonia needs to be developed. This would significantly increase the overall cost 

because on top of expenditures also development cost should be included. Finally, because of 

the high temperatures reached from the combustion reaction, high emissions of NOx are 

expected to form. Thus, a De-NOx unit should also be considered.  

PEMFC is a mature technology. Manufacturers supply modules in the range of 1 to 2 MW that 

can possibly stacked up together to achieve the required power output. Although the 

efficiency of the fuel cell is in the range of 50%, the overall system efficiency is lower because 

of the additional pieces of equipment that needs to be included in the process to prepare 

ammonia into a suitable fuel for the cell. The main disadvantage is the purification of the 

stream to reach the degree of purity required for hydrogen. To the best of our knowledge, 

processes able to decrease the content of ammonia from 50 – 100 ppm into 0.1 ppm are still 

at their-early development phase so they cannot be applied for the flow rate required for this 

project. 

The Solid Oxide Fuel Cell appears to be the best option as is an attractive technology and  it 

has a high efficiency, it is well prone to heat recovery, and it does not require external 

additional equipment. In addition, the operating temperature of the cell is below the 

threshold for NOx formation reducing the risk for harmful emissions. On the other hand, the 

drawback of such operating temperature is that it is only suitable for long sailing trips as 

frequent start/stop operations would cause thermal stresses. Further investigation can lead 

to overcome this limitation by finding a solution to maintain the system at constant 

temperature also when not operating. Commercially available SOFC have still a low power 

output in the range of a couple of hundreds of kW whereas those working with ammonia are 

still restricted to lab scale. All in all, this technology is promising but immature and should be 
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considered for implementations expected in the long-term period, however is considered as 

the best option for ammonia power generation in a zero emission marine propulsion system.  

Internal Combustion Engine has been assessed as the most feasible technology at the current 

moment. Despite of the issue related to the emissions, the design has shown the best 

properties. It has several advantages in terms of efficiency and maturity. Because of the very 

simple implementation of the process which does not require additional pieces of equipment, 

the system has high efficiency. However it can never lead towards zero emission shipping, its 

use is an excellent start to introduce ammonia as a marine fuel. Ammonia combustion should 

be further analyzed and examined.  

1.8 Results & Conclusions of Theoretical Research 

The main research goal of this project is to demonstrate that ammonia can be applied safely 

and effectively as a marine fuel. To prove this viability we came up with several outcomes 

which are provided below.  

1.8.1 Results  

Ammonia has strong potential in a sustainable future with respect to storage and production  

When comparing ammonia to other renewable fuel options ammonia is considered a balanced 

solution. Ammonia has a significant higher volumetric energy and has far more practical 

storage conditions, considering pressure and temperature compared to e.g. liquid hydrogen. 

Furthermore, ammonia requires clearly less energy for renewable synthetic production than 

carbon carriers. These are the main reasons to further investigate the potential of ammonia 

as a marine fuel. 

There is a wide technical feasibility for ammonia power generation options  

Reflecting on the requirements for marine applications, especially considering the ship type 

used, an ammonia carrier, efficiency is an important factor. Therefore, both the steam turbine 

and the gas turbine are not further investigated as feasible option. However Internal 

Combustion Engines and Fuel Cells seem to be very promising solutions for ammonia. 

After comparing application of ammonia and ammonia hydrogen mixtures in internal 

combustion engines it is clear that ammonia hydrogen mixtures as fuel are preferable if not 

absolutely necessary. Performance aspects like high compression ratio, low flame speed, low 

flame stability, limits in operation to cope with ammonia slip (lower combustion efficiency) 

and NOx emissions make pure ammonia less suitable than ammonia hydrogen mixtures for 

marine applications.  

The considered fuel cells are capable of power generation at high efficiencies using ammonia 

as primary fuel source. Even though one or more of the considered fuel cell types currently 

have a low power density and cost significantly more than an internal combustion, future 

development could improve this. 
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ICE and SOFC are the most efficient and suitable technologies for ammonia power generation 

as approved from process simulations and designs. 

Reviewing all the ammonia power generation options, the SOFC is clearly the most efficient 

with a system efficiency of 53.9%. However, the SOFC does have practical challenges as the 

power density and other capabilities are not at an acceptable level yet. Furthermore, despite 

the higher efficiency of the SOFC the total cost of ownership (TCO) is still higher than the ICE 

based on these guidelines and estimations. The (two-stroke, low speed) internal combustion 

engine is second in efficiency with a system efficiency of 44 - 49% and therefore more efficient 

than the PEMFC and the AFC with a system efficiency of nearly 44%. Furthermore, the ICE is 

less expensive, more robust and has acceptable power density and capabilities. In the future 

further development of fuel cell technology might change the outcome of this evaluation. 

Based on the comparison the ICE is currently selected as the most feasible option for this 

project nowadays with a lot of future interest on SOFC, both technologies can be feed direct 

with ammonia, are suitable in a marine environment and effective.   

In comparison with the conventional power generation, ammonia in ICE offers the same 

technical performance and under certain scenarios its costs appears to be similar or even 

lower.  

Comparing the ammonia ICE option with the conventional fossil fuelled ICE option the 

technical performance is similar on power density, coping with marine environment and 

system efficiency. However, the conventional option has significantly more harmful emissions 

(with NOx assumed to be similar). Studying the cost based on equal range the ammonia 

powered option is clearly more expensive, about 3.2 times the expenses of the conventional 

option. This follows from a basic cost scenario of 850 euro per ton ammonia (green) and 500 

euro per ton low sulphur 0.5% HFO. Looking into future scenarios the ammonia powered 

option can be in similar cost range as the conventional option. This is the case when using 400 

euro per ton ammonia, based on low electricity cost, combined with either a 500 euro per ton 

HFO with 100 euro per ton CO2 taxation. Future developments with lower renewable 

electricity costs and more carbon taxation will definitely make the ammonia option more cost-

effective.  

Under certain safety and risk handling measures ammonia can be applied also safely as a 

marine fuel. 

Ammonia is a flammable gas. However, ammonia has a relative low flammability risk. This can 

be explained by several factors like the narrow flammability limits (15-28% by volume in air) 

of ammonia with a high lower limit (150,000 ppm) compared to conventional fuels. 

Furthermore, the absolute minimum ignition energy and auto ignition temperature is higher 

than conventional fuels. In addition, the toxicity limits of ammonia are far more severe than 

flammability limits making these limits less important. Nevertheless, ammonia is a flammable 

gas thus ignition sources should be kept away sufficiently in order to prevent fires. 

Furthermore, ammonia contains gas under pressure; may explode if heated. Thus, means for 

pressure relieve should be installed accordingly. 

Ammonia is a gas at atmospheric conditions and highly toxic. Based on AEGL 3 exposure for 

10 min to 2,700 ppm can be lethal. Therefore, adequate detection systems should always be 
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present when handling and storing ammonia. In addition, means to cope with leakages are 

required to reduce the concentration for example with ventilation or dissolving ammonia with 

water spray. Alternatively, flaring could also be considered as an option for example for 

ammonia storage facilities in emergency conditions. 

As ammonia is highly toxic, spillage into the environment should be kept to a minimum. High 

concentrations of ammonia both in air and water can form a serious threat for all living 

organisms in its surroundings. Ammonia is part of the nitrogen cycle, both in air and water, so 

the environment can restore itself to its natural state with low levels of ammonia. 

Nevertheless, ammonia spillage can have long-lasting effects as restoration requires a 

significant amount of time depending on the extend of the spillage. 

1.8.2 Pathway for introducing ammonia as a maritime fuel 

To realise ammonia as a marine fuel a step wise implementation could accelerate the 

application of ammonia as a marine fuel with in the first stage ammonia with marine diesel as 

a pilot fuel in an ICE. The second stage is an ICE using ammonia hydrogen mixtures, as 

concluded as the most feasible option for nowadays and followed by the third and final stage 

using SOFC systems.  

Evaluating the first step, applying ammonia with diesel in an ICE offers several benefits. 

Applying ammonia with diesel in an ICE enables operators to significantly reduce harmful 

emissions, but it will not lead to 100% zero fossil fuel scenarios. It is however an important 

step on the pathway towards a fossil fuel free industry if it can provide the same certainty and 

reliability for continued operation. This is to be investigated in an experimental setup. Using 

ammonia with diesel in an ICE would allow the operator to select the amount of ammonia 

himself. This offers flexibility to cope with changing economic viability to comply with harmful 

emission reduction regulations. Switching diesel for hydrogen would open up the possibility 

to go to near zero emission, 100% fossil fuel free solution. In both cases diesel and hydrogen 

are required as a spark to burn the ammonia. In an experimental setup the optimal balance 

between ammonia and diesel/hydrogen is to be determined. 

Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 

As fuel cell technology is still undergoing a lot of development it is recommended to maintain 

an accurate view on the technical and economic performance. Fuel cells might be able not 

power large vessels today, but with its implementation ongoing in cars, buses, light trains and 

submarines they could become feasible for vessels for main power generation in the future. 

The SOFC seems particularly interesting as it can reach high efficiencies and is capable of 

handling multiple fuel types. Furthermore, the first application of fuel cells seems most 

preferable in ships which already have fuel-electric configurations. Therefore, it is concluded 

to further investigate the application of fuel cells in vessels, especially the SOFC and vessels 

which already have fuel-electric configurations and in general to further investigate the 

potential of ammonia is SOFC as it seems to be the energy system of the future for the 

maritime sector. 

Overall, it can be stated that this theoretical research is a valuable first step towards the 

application of ammonia as a marine fuel. Yet a lot of additional research is still required to 
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explore its full potential and feasibility. For that reason our consortium in collaboration with 

external partners did proceed into experimental studies to further investigate and to confirm 

the safe and effective application of ammonia in both ICE and SOFC as a marine fuel. 
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2. Experimental Studies 

The theoretical research shows that ammonia can play a major role into the decarbonization 

of the shipping industry. From the functional designs and simulations it is concluded that the 

best option for a zero emission maritime industry is the application of ammonia in a SOFC and 

the most feasible for nowadays is its combustion. For that reason and in order to support and 

confirm the conclusions of our theoretical research we performed and experimental study on 

ammonia and fuel cells and analysed third party groundbreaking work on applications of 

ammonia in a combustion engine: 

1. A prototype system with a marine engine in a marine environment operating with a 

mixture of ammonia diesel; and 

2. lab test on the application of ammonia in Solid Oxide Fuel Cells. 

2.1   Experimental Study on Ammonia Fuel Utilization for Marine Diesel 

Engine  

As concluded from our theoretical research the most feasible ammonia power generation 

option at the moment is the ICE running on a mixture of ammonia and hydrogen, however in 

order to evaluate such kind of mixtures first the mixture of ammonia diesel should be 

investigated and assessed.  

The National Maritime Institute (NMRI) in Japan is one of the leading marine institutes 

developing and testing both hydrogen and ammonia in as marine fuels. They have built an 

experimental setup where the analysis of a diesel engine fumigated with ammonia is possible.  

Our aim is to show how ammonia can be effectively applied in a marine engine with diesel 

mixture and to develop the combustion properties for such system, which is mixing ammonia 

gas into the intake air. This is clearly demonstrated in NMRI’s research. A brief translation and 

analysis of the summary of their publicly available and shared results can be found below. 

It has to be noted that all research results in the paragraphs below (until paragraph 2.1.3) are 

developed and owned by NMRI. More background information on: 

https://www.nmri.go.jp/index_e.html and https://www.ammoniaenergy.org/articles/maritime-

ammonia-engines-in-japan-ammonia-shipbuilding-in-south-korea/. 

2.1.1 Experimental system  

Figure 2-1 provides an overview of NMRI’s experimental system, which is composed of a diesel 

engine test bench and an ammonia gas injection system. The diesel engine test bench is a 

natural aspiration (NA) single cylinder diesel engine with an electrical dynamometer. In the 

ammonia gas injection system, an ammonia gas injector was installed in the intake air pipe of 

the diesel engine. The table below shows the specifications of the diesel engine.  

Engine Type 4 – stroke  

Bore / Stroke  112 / 127mm  

No Cylinders 1 

https://www.nmri.go.jp/index_e.html
https://www.ammoniaenergy.org/articles/maritime-ammonia-engines-in-japan-ammonia-shipbuilding-in-south-korea/
https://www.ammoniaenergy.org/articles/maritime-ammonia-engines-in-japan-ammonia-shipbuilding-in-south-korea/
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Displacement  1.083 L  

Compression ratio 18.5 

Aspiration  natural aspirated 

Rated Power  8 kW 

Table 2-1: Prototype engine specifications 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1: Prototype experimental system 

In their study, the diesel engine is started with diesel fuel only. When the ammonia gas is 

injected into intake air, the engine output power is increased by the ammonia combustion. 

Therefore, the diesel fuel injection quantity is controlled to be constant the output of the 

diesel engine.  
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Figure 2-2: Prototype experimental system 

 

The experimental set-up exactly simulates a full maritime engine system, where  

• A single cylinder NA diesel engine is used   

• Ammonia gas is injected at the air intake of the engine  

• Emissions are measured by analyzers FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared gas analyzer): 

CO, CO2, NO, NO2, N2O, H2O, NH3 and 

• FID (Flame Ionization Detector) is installed to detect THC (total hydrocarbon) 

2.1.2 Experimental Results 

The unburned NH3,NOx and N2O emitted from the reciprocating internal combustion engines 

fumigated with NH3. The engine output power and speed are kept at 8 kW and 1500 rpm 

respectively. When the NH3 flow rate is increased, the diesel fuel injection quantity is reduced 

to keep the same engine condition (8 kW and 1500 rpm).  

 

Figure 2-3: Ammonia flow rate and heat fraction  
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In order to investigate the efficiency and emissions characteristics of the diesel engine 

fumigated with ammonia, the experiments were conducted changing the torque for two 

constant engine speeds of 1000 and 1500 rpm as seen below. 

 

 

Figure  2-4: High torque operation and emissions       

These graphs show the efficiency and emissions characteristics as a function of a torque. The 

NH3 and N2O emissions and unburned NH3 ratio without ammonia fumigation are not 

illustrated, because the NH3 and N2O emissions did not appear for the diesel engine driven by 

only diesel fuel. When the diesel engine with ammonia fumigation was operated at the higher 

torque, the level of NH3 and N2O emissions are reduced for each engine speed. The unburned 

NH3 ratio was then reduced to about 11%. The unburned NH3 ratios for 1000 rpm were lower 

than that for 1500 rpm at all of the torques. Although, the maximum cylinder pressures for 

1000 rpm were higher than those for 1500 rpm. It may be possible that the temperature 

increased by the pressure rise promotes NH3 combustion. However in this study the unburned 

ammonia quantity appears to be much higher than accepted standards. As showed in the 

theoretical research typical ammonia combustion systems, such as the one with ammonia 

hydrogen mixtures indicate an ammonia slip of less than 100 ppm which is align with the safety 

and regulation standards - AEGL 1 as mentioned in section 1.6.4. In contrast with the 

prototype experimental system, the ammonia slip varies between 11-14% which means an 

output concentration of 1000 ppm. As seen from the section below post treatment is essential 

for such systems and effective for the removing of the ammonia slip close to its elimination 

(below 10 ppm).  

One theory to explain the cause of this difference is the relatively small scale of the 

combustion characteristics of the prototype technology, another and most likely one is the 

single cylinder and a 4 stroke in natural aspiration combustion. We expect that a different 
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combustion system with a 2 stroke combustion in a larger scale and different operational 

parameters can reduce the amount of ammonia slip to levels below 100 ppm as indicated 

from our theoretical research. This requires additional experiments and investments in larger 

prototype combustion engines. 

From the results, it can be concluded that combustion of ammonia without N2O production 

requires high temperature in the cylinder. The increasing temperature as well as increasing of 

the torque is effective for an improvement of the reactivity and cause significant reduction to 

N2O.  

One of the most important aspects is that ammonia combustion produces N2O and NOx. From 

the results, it was confirmed that the concentrations of N2O emissions were relative to the 

ammonia flow rate. In addition, while CO2 emissions are reduced by ammonia fumigation, N2O 

emissions are increased. It is known that the global warming potential of N2O is about 300 

times higher than that of CO2 for a 100-year timescale. Therefore, N2O should be reduced in 

the engines using ammonia as fuel, because the global warming potential of 100 ppm of N2O 

is approximately equal to that of 3% of CO2. 

2.1.3 Experimental Conclusions 

NMRI’s research has shown that ammonia can be effectively applied in a marine diesel engine 

and reduce significant the harmful emissions. The ammonia fumigation into the intake pipe is 

one of the easiest ways to use ammonia for conventional diesel engines and doesn’t require 

many modifications. Having said that, modifying existing engines is a tailored effort in finding 

the optimal balance, making quick large scale implementation a bit more difficult. In this way, 

it should have attention for emitting unburned NH3 ,NOx and N2O, which have toxicity effects 

for humans and a strong global warming effect. A selective catalytic reactor is essential to 

reduce NOx and unburned NH3. The only way to deal with N2O is to increase the combustion 

temperature by adjusting the diesel engine operating conditions such as speed, torque and 

turbocharging. In NMRI’s study a relatively high amount of ammonia slip was noticed in that 

study 1000 ppm instead of 100 ppm we mentioned at the theoretical research. This is 

predominantly caused by the scale and properties of the prototype system, natural aspiration 

in one cylinder combustion and  direct ammonia injection at the air intake. Further tests 

should be done to evaluate it and improve it. Diesel fuel multiple injections and ammonia 

direct injection in a cylinder seem to be effective but need to be tested along with ammonia 

hydrogen mixtures.  
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2.2  Lab tests on Ammonia Utilization in Solid Oxide Fuel Cells  

The characteristics of Fuel cell technologies are a good match with how large vessels operate. 

Fuel cells are most efficient in situations where there are limited fluctuations in power output. 

Hence they make a lot of sense as stationary (back-up) devices. At the same time this is also 

one of the reasons that fuel cell vehicles still have battery packs installed (to efficiently cope 

with acceleration and braking. A large vessel’s power requirement, for the majority of the 

journey, is almost merely stable, creating the conditions for fuel cell technology to excel. 

According to our theoretical research the best ammonia power generation option is the SOFC. 

For that reason in collaboration with the University of Perugia we developed an experimental 

analysis on the application of ammonia in Solid Oxide Fuel Cells. Due to the immaturity of this 

technology, the costs of SOFC are still very high, the consortium decided to work with small 

power outputs for this experiment. The fundamental operation of fuel cells systems does 

however allow for (unlimited) scaling without performance losses. Hence, results are very 

representable for larger scale as. According to the consortium’s knowledge pure ammonia 

application in SOFC with a maritime purpose is a novelty.  

2.2.1 Experimental Set-up   

In particular the research is focused on the conditions (temperature, load, flows) that will may 

cause anode nitrification and consequently NOx production, the relation between the 

operative conditions and the ammonia decomposition and the degradation of ammonia 

compared to hydrogen. Also stack tests are performed to evaluate the effectiveness and the 

efficiency at real operative conditions for such systems. The experiments are performed at 

different operating temperatures 750 and 800°C. Both performance and emissions are 

measured, with possible nitrite formation being analyzed in post mortem study. 

The tests are performed on commercial SOFC cells with the following specifications.  

        

Type  Anode Supported Cell (ASC) – Planar  

Dimension  Square 5x5 – active area 4x4 (cm) 

Supplier  SOLIDPower  

Anode Ni/8YSZ 240 ± 20 mm 

Electrolyte 8YSZ 8 ± 2 mm 

Bilayer cathode GDC + LSCF 50 ± 10 mm 

Power Size 0 – 25 W 

          Table 2-2 SOFC cells specifications 

 

This cell is tested under varying operative temperatures by changing furnace temperature and 

by changing gas composition to simulate possible pre-cracking design. Performances are 

analyzed with standard polarization curves. Post mortem analysis allows evaluation of 

potential degradation due to the operative conditions. Due to the fact that the cell operates 
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in various conditions more specific follow up study is performed to correlate degradation to 

the specific parameters. In order to examine the long term stability operation and post 

mortem analysis cell tests are essential because these experiments can’t be achieved by stack 

tests.  

The best correlation between a real system and lab technology is the short stack. Studies on 

SOFC short stack allow to obtain experimental results that include the influence of a 

component on the performances including temperature equilibrium studies, chemical 

equilibrium, gas residential time and boundaries effect. However, the short stack does not 

allow any consideration related to full scale unit and system because of the inadequacy of the 

components to simulate a complete SOFC system such as heat exchangers, mixers-splitters 

and after-burner (if necessary). Therefore stack thermal equilibrium and total system 

efficiency and emissions cannot be achieved, for that reason this study is developing a 

simulation through a thermodynamic model which will be analyzed in the next section.   

Short stack test can be performed at different operative temperatures (750°C and 800°C), 

performing operative curves at constant fuel utilization (UF) varying current densities. Results 

are characteristic curves in the form of efficiency versus power at different utilization of fuels. 

Sampling of off-gasses can be performed to evaluate emissions in terms of NOx and NH3 (and 

no carbon is introduced in the system). The laboratory SOFC stack is seen in the figure below 

with its specifications. 
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Type  Anode Supported Cell (ASC) – Planar  

No Cells 6 

Nominal Power 100 - 500 W 

Dimension Active area 80 cm2 

Electrolyte 8YSZ 8 ± 2 mm 

Bilayer cathode GDC + LSCF 50 ± 10 mm 

Anode Ni/8YSZ 240 ± 20 mm 

Table 2-3 SOFC stack specifications 

 

2.2.2 Simulation of SOFC system operating with ammonia  

The system design is modelled using Microsoft Excel © and thermodynamic libraries FluidProp 

©. The model is zero dimensional and it is based on thermodynamic equilibrium of the 

components. “Zero dimensional” characterization is used to explain that this model is a 
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process simulation without any real components. However such simulations combine 

experimental tests of the stack and integrate them in accordingly in the model to indicate 

accurate results in a larger scale system. The process of the SOFC system seems to be align 

with real SOFC commercial systems and indicate a system that can stand in a marine 

propulsion system. 

The system scheme is reported in Figure 2-7. The system is fed with pure ammonia and air 

and produces electrical power from the SOFC unit. Anodic and cathodic gas flows enter the 

stack 50°C below stack temperature and exit the SOFC 50°C above. A maximum of 100°C 

temperature difference is usually fixed to reduce thermal stress to the stack. The equilibrium 

of the stack is obtained calculating the equilibrium of gas flows enthalpies, chemical reactions 

and electrochemical equilibrium. Inlet parameters are operating temperature, fuel utilization 

and current density. Thermal stack equilibrium is calculated varying utilization of oxygen and, 

consequently, air inlet flow. The model considers, as only chemical reaction, the complete 

decomposition of ammonia at the anode. Stack voltage is function of operating conditions, in 

particular: fuel utilization, current density, temperature and ammonia decomposition. Voltage 

calculation was implemented in the model as linear regression of experimental results. 

Ammonia and air are heated in the system recovering energy from SOFC exhausts. Stack off-

gasses are mixed together in a mixer (M) and cooled down to final temperature in the heat 

exchangers where inlet lows are pre-heated. In details three heat exchangers are designed: 

two for the air inlet (i.e. the low temperature cathodic heat exchanger (LTHE) and the high 

temperature cathodic heat exchanger (HTHE)) and one to preheat ammonia (AHE). HTHE is 

designed to cool down exhaust to AHE inlet temperature that has to be higher than stack inlet 

temperature. This to guarantee heat flow from high temperature off gasses and high 

temperature ammonia flow. The temperature difference, i.e. the pinch point, is an inlet design 

parameter. In the AHE off gasses are cooled down to keep the heat exchanger in equilibrium 

and increase ammonia temperature from atmospheric one. Finally, LTR allows to recover the 

low temperature heat and bring the air flow to HTR inlet temperature. The model calculates 

thermodynamic equilibrium of all components varying oxidant utilization and consequently 

air inlet flow. 

 

Figure 2-7: Simulation process system of SOFC  
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2.2.3 Experimental Cell tests procedure  

Hydrogen in SOFC has been studied and is a better known technology than ammonia in SOFC, 

for that reason is used as a reference to examine the comparison between these two in a SOFC 

application. Hence, two cells are tested; one with hydrogen at 750°C and one with ammonia 

at 750°C. After start-up and validation, the endurance test was performed for 100 h at 

constant current of 500 mA/cm2. Polarization curves are performed before and after the 

endurance test.  

ID Gas Temperature oC Uf@500*  Uox@500* 

NH3_01 Hydrogen 750 0.33 0.26 

NH3_02 Ammonia 750 0.33 0.26 

 

 Anode Cathode 

Composition Hydrogen (L/h) Ammonia (L/h) Air (L/h) 

Reference 50 - 130 

Nominal Hydrogen 10.27 - 30.62 

Nominal Ammonia - 6.85** 30.62 

Table 2-4 Tests conditions in the experimental cell tests inputs properties  

* Value taken from international standards  

**Ammonia flow calculation performed taking into account complete decomposition of 

ammonia. 

The utilization factor of hydrogen and of oxygen is calculated as the ratio between reacted 

species and inlet one.  

Fuel Utilization factor:  
𝐻2,𝑖𝑛−𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝐻2,𝑖𝑛  = 

𝐻2,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐻2,𝑖𝑛  

Reacted species are directly calculated from the  electric current (I). The electric current is 

defined as the product of electron mole flow and Faraday constant as seen from the equation 

below.  𝑰 = 𝐅 ∗ 𝐦𝐨𝐥 𝐞 –   

The electron mole flow is equal with twice the hydrogen involved in the reaction because of 

the following reactions occurred at the anode:  

Anode: H2 + O2 → 2e- + H2O       so     mole-=2*H2,react  

The utilization of hydrogen and of oxygen can be calculated as the ratio between reacted 

species and inlet one: 

Uf =  
𝐻2,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐻2,𝑖𝑛  = 

𝐼2∗𝐹∗𝐻2,𝑖𝑛     

From the cathode reaction  ½ O2 + 2e- → O2 we realize that mole- = 4*O2,react    
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Therefore the utilization of oxygen is:  

Uox = 
𝑂2,𝑖𝑛−𝑂2,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑂2,𝑖𝑛  = 

𝑂2,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑂2,𝑖𝑛  

From a above we can conclude that: 

Uox = 
𝑂2,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑂2,𝑖𝑛  = 

𝐼4∗𝐹∗𝑂2,𝑖𝑛    

Uf and Uox can be used as design parameters. Once current density is set (e.g. 500 mA/cm2) 

it is possible to select the utilization of fuel (or of oxygen) and to calculate gas flow., 

H2,in = 
𝐼2∗𝐹∗𝑈𝑓 = 

𝐴∗5002∗𝐹∗𝑈𝑓@500 

  O2,in = 
𝐼4∗𝐹∗𝑈𝑜𝑥 = 

𝐴∗5004∗𝐹∗𝑈𝑜𝑥@500 

where A is the active area of the cell. 

In detail, values of 0.33 Uf and 0.26 Uox were considered to calculate the gas flows. Regarding 

ammonia gas flow, the complete decomposition of ammonia is considered: 

NH3 → 3/2 H2 + 1/2 O2 

Hydrogen flow as defined for H2 test is used to calculate the total flow of ammonia. In H2 test, 

after reaching operative conditions in terms of temperature and gas flows, an endurance test 

of 100 hours is performed keeping constant gas and temperature flows and at the operative 

current density of 500 mA/cm2. With regards to the NH3 test, before moving to ammonia 

composition, a polarization curve is performed with hydrogen composition. After moving to 

ammonia, a second polarization curve is performed followed by an endurance test at the same 

current density of 500 mA/cm2. After 100 hours two polarization curves are completed under 

both ammonia and hydrogen feedings. The test design allows to evaluate voltage decay during 

both ammonia and hydrogen compositions at equivalent conditions. In addition, performance 

decay in ammonia is evaluated also with polarization curves before and after the endurance 

test. During the ammonia test off gasses are sampled and analyzed with precision gas detector 

tube with a lower limit of 50 ppm. 

The following conditions and assumptions were also followed for the tests procedures: 

• Supplier start-up procedure (c.a. 15 h) 

• Validation in H2 and 800°C  

• Move to nominal test condition (temperature and flow)   

• Polarization in nominal H2   

• Move to nominal NH3 (for test 2-4)   

• Polarization in nominal NH3   

• Endurance – 100 h @ 500 mA/cm2 in nominal NH3  

• Polarization in nominal NH3   

• Polarization in nominal H2   

• Shut down procedure (c.a. 15 h)   
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2.2.4 Experimental Cell tests results 

 

Figure 2-8a: Degradation of ammonia compared to hydrogen  

 

Cell performances in terms of voltage Vs time are reported in Figures 2-8. Temperature and 

Voltage variation is reported in the graph for both endurance tests performed under H2 and 

NH3 feeding. Voltage values of both tests have similar decrease rate, although with different 

values. Hydrogen voltages are c.a. 45 mV higher from the beginning to the end of the 

endurance test. Such reduction of performances was already reported in literature [29]. This 

can be explained by two different causes. First of all, ammonia endothermal cracking reduces 

cell temperature. Even if furnace control system balances internal heat flows to keep the 

temperature constant, in the anode chamber, where the reaction takes place, there is a 

cooling caused by the cracking reaction that cannot be completely compensated by the 

control system. This is clearly reported also in Figures 2-8, looking to temperature trends that 

show lower temperature in case of NH3 feeding compared to the H2 case. Temperature 

difference is very low and does not justify the voltage decay. If we consider the decomposition 

of ammonia, the gas mixture in the anodic chamber has both a dilution of nitrogen and a 

higher total gas flow compared to pure hydrogen. While the increase of gas flow usually has a 

positive effect on performances, dilution of active species, that in the case of ammonia results 

in 75% of hydrogen concentration in the decomposed ammonia, is the main cause of 

performance reduction. 
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Figure 2-8b: Degradation of ammonia compared to hydrogen  

 

Voltage results are also reported in Figures 2-8 in terms of voltage decay related to the first 

measured value of voltage. The plot allows to compare the voltage decay that is clearly 

equivalent. Numerical values are reported in table 2-5 The table details average temperature 

and voltage decay calculated from the linear regression of the experimental values. Voltage 

decay is reported both as absolute value in millivolt and in percentage. Decay values are very 

close with a minimum higher value (more degradation) of ammonia test that cannot be 

considered. In general degradation values are much higher compared to technology standard. 

This is mainly related to the use of uncoated metallic housing for the cathodic manifold. The 

degradation is then caused by chromium evaporating from the steel. This is easily 

demonstrated by the fact that same degradation was obtained for both tests. Ammonia 

utilization does not cause additional degradation to the cell.  

 
 

H2 NH3 
 

Temperature 745.4 744.5 °C 

Voltage decay (mV) 11.7 12.5 mV/100 h 

Voltage decay (%) 1.4% 1.5% 100 h 

Table 2-5: Degradation of ammonia compared to hydrogen 

 

During the test with ammonia, both in OCV (Open Circuit Voltage) and constant current, an 

off-gasses sample was collected and analyzed with the gas detection tube. Results showed no 

presence of ammonia. Since the minimum detection limit was 50 ppm, this indicates that if 

any ammonia was present, the concentration was below that value. This result is not coherent 

with what reported in literature [30]. The difference may be related to the peculiarity of test 
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condition, 750°C Vs 600°C, and the test rig design. This is an interesting and very important 

result for our project. Ammonia slips cause significant problems and requires elimination. The 

cell tests show no presence of ammonia which indicates that ammonia is totally decomposed 

in the cell. So in the case of applying ammonia in SOFC the ammonia slip is negligible and 

doesn’t require any consideration or treatment.  

 

Figure 2-9:  Scanning Electron Microscope results   

 

Figure 2-9  reports SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) image of anode inlet and of the outlet. 

Comparing these outcomes with literature [30], there is no evidence of micro structure change 

between inlet and outlet. Furthermore, there is no significant agglomeration of Ni particles in 

both inlet and outlet. This is even more noteworthy considering the length of the test 

compared to references.   
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Figure 2-10: X-ray powder diffraction results                              

 

Same sample was also analyzed with XRD (X-ray powder diffraction) to investigate the nitrate 

formation. Results are reported in Figure 2-9 and 2-10 show how nitrates can be hardly 

measured. Both SEM and XRD outcomes indicate a stable state of nickel anode when 

operating with ammonia.  
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Figure 2-11: Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy results                                      

Figure 2-11 reports the EDX (Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) analysis of the anode 

nickel  and nitrogen. Nitrogen concentration is extremely low and in correspondence of nickel 

particle. This indicates than nitrogen present is not related to nickel nitrification. All the above 

tests indicate that there is not at all nitrification of the anode which means not at all formation 

of NOx. This is a very positive result because the tests were executed at long term operation - 

100 hours which is unique for this study and in contrast with the references [30] and other 

studies on ammonia n SOFC. Both the ammonia slip and the NOx were negligible and couldn’t 
be measured by the analyzers.   

2.2.5 Experimental stack test procedure  

The experimental study was performed on a six cells short stack. The stack is equipped with 

anode supported planar cells. The stack was operated on a laboratory test rig that allows to 

control stack operating temperature, gas flows and operating current density. Test rig 

temperature and cells voltage are measured with specific sensors placed in the stack and in 

the gas pipes. Oxidant (air) and fuel (hydrogen, nitrogen, ammonia) flows are pre-heated 

inside the furnace, before entering into the short stack. The aim of this study is to operate the 

stack at high efficiency and power density. High efficiencies can be obtained at high fuel 

utilization factor. Fuel utilization (Uf) is the ration between the amount of hydrogen 

introduced in the stack and the amount of hydrogen reacting via electrochemical reaction.  Uf =  I ∗ n2 ∗ H2eq ∗ F 

 

Where I is the operative current, n is the number of cells, F is Faraday constant and H2eq is the 

molar flow of equivalent hydrogen. In the case of pure ammonia, H2eq is equivalent to the 

amount of hydrogen obtained by the total decomposition of ammonia. 

 NH3 → 12 N2 + 32 H2 

 

Same approach can be used to calculate air flow fixing the oxidant utilization factor (Uox), as 

expressed by: 
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Uox =  I ∗ n4 ∗ 0.21 ∗ Air ∗ F 

 

where air is the molar flow of air and 0.21 if the concentration of oxygen in the air. For the 

experimental tests fuel utilization factor was fixed at 0.8. Current density was varied at values 

200, 350 and 500 mA/cm2. Utilization of oxygen was fixed at 0.2. Furnace temperature was 

set at 750°C. Table 2-6 reports the test parameters used for the experimental campaign. 

 

 

H2eq Uf Uox NH3 Air I J 

Nl/h   Nl/h Nl/h A mA/cm2 

125.4 0.80 0.20 83.63 1194.71 40 500 

87.8 0.80 0.20 58.54 836.30 28 350 

50.2 0.80 0.20 33.45 477.89 16 200 

Table 2-6: Test condition used in the experimental stack tests 

 

2.2.6 Experimental stack test results  

 

 

Figure 2-12: Efficiency and Voltages at different current densities 

 

Figure 2-12 displays the results of the experimental test in terms of cell average voltage and 

efficiency as function of current density. Each operating point was kept for 0.5 hours to reach 

stable conditions. Values reported in the graph are calculated as one minute average 

measures after stabilization. As expected, both voltage and efficiency decrease with the 

increase of current density. Efficiency reached values close to 60% for lower current densities. 

The test was performed with pure ammonia, fuel utilization of 0.8 and operating temperature 

of 750°C. 
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Table 2-7 reports total power and power densities reached during the test. As for SOFC there 

is a tradeoff between power density and efficiency. The maximum power output of about 185 

W was obtained at the lower efficiency of 56.4 %. 

 

Current density – mA/cm2 Total power – W Power density – W/cm2 

200 78.46 0.16 

350 137.89 0.29 

500 185.44 0.39 

Table 2-7: Total power and power densities for the three current density values  

 

Voltage experimental results were implemented in the model. Inputs and outputs of the 

model are reported in Table 2-8. Current density of 500 mA/cm2 was selected to get higher 

power density and reduce system cost. It results an oxygen utilization of 0.17 and system 

outlet gas temperature of 143.8 °C. Note that since there is no after burner and no combustion 

occurs, there is not a real necessity to keep high values of gas temperature vented in 

atmosphere. Since no ancillary losses are introduced in the BoP system, efficiency is 

equivalent of stack one, i.e. 57 %. Note that hydrogen in the off gasses reaches a concentration 

of 1.7% equivalent to a loss of 22.8 % of inlet energy. 

 

 

Inputs 

Utilization of fuel - 0.8 

Current density mA/cm2 500 

AHE pinch point °C 20 

Inlet stack temperature °C 700 

Outlet stack temperature °C 800 

Heat exchanger efficiency - 1 

Outputs 

Utilization of Oxygen - 0.17 

Exhaust Temperature °C 143.8 

Exhaust hydrogen concentration % 1.7 

System efficiency - 0.57 

Table 2-8: Results of the system model: inputs and outputs parameters 

 

The obtained value of oxygen utilization was used for a second experimental test to evaluate 

new system equilibrium conditions. A one our test was performed at 750°C and new air flow 

value. Figure 2-12 reports the variation of power and efficiency as function of time during the 

test. Power production as an initial decrease due to the time required to the stack to reach 

temperature equilibrium. Once final equilibrium was reached, the stack produced 188.85 W 

at the efficiency of 57.5 % as seen from the graph below.    
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Figure 2-13 Efficiency under real operative conditions  

 

2.2.7 Experimental conclusions  

The use of SOFC operating with ammonia was assessed with the study of two cells operating 

with hydrogen and with ammonia at 750°C. Results analysis indicates that degradation rate is 

equivalent under stable conditions for 100 hours. Moreover, post analysis showed that there 

was no nitrification of the anode, means no NOx formation. The study shows, for the first time, 

that at technology real operative temperature, 750°C, there is no risk of anode degradation. 

During the test off gas analysis showed no presence of ammonia indicating that a complete 

decomposition of ammonia occurs inside the cell. 

The operation of a system running on ammonia in SOFC was demonstrated. A six cell stack 

was tested under high efficiency operative conditions close to commercial systems, such as 

high temperature and current densities. Efficiency of 57.5% was obtained at a power density 

of 0.39 W/cm2. Considering such values a 100 kW system requires a total area of 256.000 cm2, 

equivalent to c.a. 3200 single cells. An innovative system with no after burner was designed. 

Experimental results were implemented in a zero dimension thermodynamic model of the 

system. Model demonstrated that the system can reach thermodynamic equilibrium with an 

oxidant utilization of 0.17. The outcome from both the cell and stack tests indicate that  

ammonia in SOFC has strong capabilities to become the energy carrier of the future, however 

due to the small scale of the experiments more tests must be done in larger scale and at 

various conditions to verify this great potential. 
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3. Conclusions and next steps 

 

The consortium designed and simulated a system to investigate the effective and safe 

implementation of ammonia as maritime fuel. Theoretical research and experimental studies 

were made in order to execute and evaluate it. The derived results demonstrate that ammonia 

as a fuel makes a lot of sense and has the potential to play a major role into the 

decarbonization of the shipping industry and to lead in the zero emission target. 

3.1 Ammonia is a flexible marine fuel for both existing and new vessels   

➢ Ammonia has strong potential in a sustainable future in comparison with other renewable 

fuel options. Its high volumetric energy density, simple storage conditions, clean 

combustion properties and commercial large scale availability makes it a really interesting 

and potentially competitive renewable fuel. 

➢ There is a global and technical feasibility for ammonia power generation options. The 

infrastructure and the techniques are already in place. 

➢ ICE and SOFC are the most efficient and suitable technologies for ammonia power 

generation in marine applications as evaluated by functional design and process 

simulations.  

➢ Applying ammonia directly into a SOFC offers a realistic pathway towards 100% zero 

harmful emission as a marine fuel, however due to the immaturity of the SOFC (high costs 

and weight per kW) further technological developments and scaling of production are 

required before large scale market uptake becomes (commercially) feasible.  

➢ The most feasible option for nowadays is ammonia in ICE, however due to issues of  pure 

ammonia in combustion, a mixture with hydrogen (a small amount by cracking) or diesel 

seems to be more realistic, but also still requires more modifications.  

➢ With regard to combustion and ammonia issues are its compression ratio, low flame 

speed, low flame stability, limits in operation to cope with ammonia slip (lower 

combustion efficiency) and NOx emissions.  

➢ In comparison with the current conventional power generation, such as HFO in ICE, 

ammonia in ICE (in a blend with diesel or hydrogen) has the same technical performance 

and under certain future scenarios (carbon taxation and renewable electricity cost 

reduction) its costs appears to be similar or even more effective than the conventional 

option.  

➢ There are concerns with regard to ammonia handling in terms of flammability, 

environmental impact and especially toxicity. Ammonia however is one of the largest 

transported chemicals in the world already and has proven safety procedures in place to 

make it a safe solution as a marine fuel.  

3.2 The experimental studies confirm the potential of Ammonia as marine 

fuel.     

The results from the theoretical research about ammonia’s potential as a marine fuel are 

confirmed by two experimental studies: one about the applicability of ammonia as a fuel in 
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ICE (National Maritime Institute in Japan) and one about ammonia in SOFC (the University of 

Perugia in Italy).  

The first experiment confirms ammonia can be applied effectively blended with diesel in 

marine combustion engines. The consortium suggests the following topics to be covered in 

follow up R&D:  

➢ Emissions like NH3, NOx and N2O emissions were contained in the exhaust gas and have to 

be dealt with adequately and/or the process has to be further tailored to lower these 

emissions. 

➢ Post treatment is essential. A selective catalytic reactor should be used to eliminate NOx 

and unburned NH3. 

➢ Large amount of unburned ammonia was measured specifically 11-14% which should be 

further tested with more modern equipment and larger engines.   

➢ Different balances in ammonia diesel combustion should be tested, also along with 

ammonia hydrogen mixtures in order to verify the potential of hydrogen ammonia 

combinations. 

The second study confirms that ammonia in SOFC has strong potential to become one of the 

truly zero emission energy carriers of the future and lead towards a zero emission shipping 

industry, because:   

➢ Ammonia is very suitable for a SOFC and can be applied with the same effectiveness as 

pure hydrogen. The degradation rates are similar under stable conditions. 

➢ Post analysis showed that there was no nitrification of the anode, means no NOx formation 

was noticed. 

➢ Ammonia was completely decomposed inside the cell so there was no ammonia slip in 

the exhaust. 

➢ High efficiency (57.5%) can be obtained under real operative conditions at a system level. 

➢ Ammonia in SOFC can produce a lot of energy with zero emissions. 

➢ Larger scale experiments should be tested to further verify this great potential. 

3.3 Scaling and commercialization through a pathway from ICE-Diesel to 

SOFC for a zero emission shipping industry. 

As concluded from the experimental studies further design improvements can be achieved by 

running more detailed simulations for the selected scenarios.  

In the case of internal combustion engine, it would include:  

1. Further quantification and analysis of emissions.      

2. Corrosion analysis for material compatibility.  

3. Different testing conditions (cylinders, stoke, injection, scale, engine speed etc.) 

4. Improvements of ammonia slip from the unburned ammonia ratio. 

5. Investigation of the role of hydrogen in this technology as assistant in start-up/ignition 

operations or as an aide to improve fuel combustion. 

6. Development of  a pilot at a larger scale in a real maritime environment.  

In case of the SOFC more tests should be done to examine its potential, such as:  
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1. Other independent tests confirming the high efficiency of the reaction of applying 

ammonia direct into a solid oxide fuel cell.  

2. Effective operation tests under different conditions (temperature, current density, 

materials, duration etc.)    

3. Larger scale experiments to optimize the effectiveness of the solution at the range of kW 

4. Larger scale experiments under different operative conditions and environments. 

Based on the theoretical and experimental results thus far our outcome is twofold: 

With regard to the short term technical and commercial aspects of applying ammonia as a 

fuel, we conclude that the most feasible configuration at the current moment is the internal 

combustion engine. The high system efficiency in relation with the easiness of the 

implementation of the technology suggests that the technology is appropriate to start working 

on a full-scale pilot with relatively limited additional design challenges and should be feasible 

to be tested in a short-term period. Under current market and regulatory conditions this 

solution has the biggest market potential. 

This solution however, despite being a very clean solution compared to fossil fuels, will not be 

a 100% harmful emission free solution and requires NOx removing. Therefore should 

predominantly be seen as an important stepping stone to introduce ammonia as a fuel in the 

maritime industry before making the next step towards truly 100% zero emission shipping via 

the use of fuel cells.  

On the medium to long term and when SOFC technology further develops with related price 

levels drops the operational business case for green ammonia in combination with SOFC will 

be an attractive and at the same time can be truly harmful emissions free. 

The general transition of the implementation of renewable fuels in the shipping industry is 

visualized in a simple graph shown in the figure below. These are possible pathways towards 

zero emission shipping industry, depending on one’s view 2050 can be given a particular 

position in the timeline. 
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Figure 3-1: Pathway for a zero emission shipping industry  

In stage 1 ammonia is used with diesel in an ICE, compression ignition, resulting in significant 

reduction in harmful emissions. This allows the operator to select the amount of ammonia 

himself offering flexibility to cope with ever changing economic viability to comply with 

harmful emission reduction regulations in the coming decades. Furthermore, if the ammonia 

fuel system might fail during operation, as the ammonia fuel system is relatively new, the 

operator can switch over to 100% diesel. Once the failure is fixed the ammonia can be added 

again. This way the continues operation is guaranteed. In stage 2 diesel is replaced with 

hydrogen and instead of compression ignition spark ignition technology is used resulting in a 

further reduction in harmful emissions reaching zero CO2, SOx and PM emissions. As final 

stage, stage 3, the SOFC replace the ICE eliminating NOx emissions as the final harmful 

emission. This is our vision and a pathway to achieve zero emission shipping industry by using 

ammonia as a fuel.  

Finally, looking in the direction of the next phase the consortium foresees the following 

scenario with regard to the development and demonstration of a pilot towards the 

commercialization of the project. 

Since ammonia as fuel can relatively easily be implemented at existing vessels with either an 

internal combustion engine or fuel cell it is expected it support market adaptation for (green) 

ammonia as a fuel. Therefore the consortium is seeking for partners to move into the next 

step to scale up and develop a pilot. In addition, to identify a shipping company and ammonia 

supplier to develop a pilot to demonstrate ammonia as an alternative energy storage and 

maritime fuel operated vessel. The solution is to be demonstrated in a live environment and 
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results on efficiency and emissions will be monitored and reported. An ideal scale could be 

equal with a small boat power requirements under real operative conditions sailing in the 

waters of Rotterdam with an ICE able to handle ammonia with diesel or hydrogen mixtures.     
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